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I. IWSODUCTION 
fhis • peseai-eh work li a eoatlnastlon ®f th©t mde and 
reported In a thesis sahaltted to th© teadnate Faculty for my 
degree of Master of iclenee. It deals with the use of a new 
Method for ventilation of aniaal shelters in an attempt to 
increase the volume of fresh air hy heating the coming cold 
air hy the outfoii^ exhaust warm air through a heat exchanger 
and in the same tine to keep the house warm. In the winter 
of 1946-194?, the first experiment was »ade to find the rela­
tion between the actual and theoretical heat transfer In a 
multi-tuhe heat exchanger. In smlysis of a poultry house 
and a harn equipped with a heat exchanger was made in the 
same thesis. 
In the winter of 1947-194^» the first experiment was 
Made in a poultry house In the College Poultry farm while Mr# 
Bowning (10) installed a sisllar equipment in a harn in Cana­
da, •• His results had heen written and submitted to the Gradu­
ate Faculty of Iowa State College for his degree of Master of 
Science. In the winter of 1948-1949| a remodeling of the 
equipment for the experiment in the poultry house was made 
and a new experiment started in the Worth harn at the College 
Dairy farm. 
II, mvm OP LITMATTOl 
A, Ventilation ProMera 
Fapa animls give off carbon dlexiie and some "Tolatil® 
organic products besides heat and water vapor. Air once re­
spired contains these gases in a quantity which mskes it un­
fit to be breathed again unless much diluted with pure air. 
Carbon dioxide content is considered a basis for determining 
the degree of purity of air, and It was believed once that 
ventilation was a question of Maintaining the proper purity 
of air. For this reason King (14) reeomiended that the air 
in ® building should at no tiiae contain more than 3<3 per cent 
of air once breathed. Upon calculation of the amount of air 
needed for different aniwals, King reached the following con­
clusions! 
For horses 4303 cu,ft,/hr,, for cows 3545 eu,ft,/hr,, for 
swine 1394 eu,ft,/hr, and for sheep 909 cu.ft./hr. 
If we follow these recoaimendatlonSi the temperature of 
the house will be very low during cold waves. 
It Is now B well established fact that animals can stand 
a greater concentration per cent of carbon dioxide without 
any detriaental effect on the production or health of the anl-
raal and the purpose of ventilation Is not only to Improve the 
purity of air and eliminate odors but, perhaps primarily, to 
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3p«Hi©ir® m& preTent eoaiensatlon as well as to keep 
th« te®p«ratiEPe at & etrtaln l®v#l. If the relative hmfflidity 
is high, condensation ©r frost miy collect on the walls, 
windows, ceiling and floor* This condensation will shorten 
the length of life of the aaterial of the house, increase th© 
expense of Mlntenanee and haw had effects caused hy dripping 
©wr the aniaal. 
In a poultry house there Is the further prohle® of keep­
ing the litter dry to avoid frequent change and to reduce the 
cost of litter, the labor of changing it and the cleaning of 
eggs. It has heen observed that the ©Id droppings In the 
litter contain a valuable animal protein factor which has a 
favorable effect upon the growth and livability of poultry. 
Keeping th© litter sufficiently dry to reraain in the house a 
longer period will add a vital health factor. 
On the other hand, low temperature will cause the animal 
to consume more feed than the economical ration and will oxi­
dize more tissues to balance the heat production with the heat 
l©ss from the body. At the same tl»e a cold house is not com-
fstable to those who serve the anlfflals. 
B, fhe Anioal as a Heat and Moistwe Producer 
1. fhe cow 
la addition to offsetting heat losses tteough walls and 
celling, the aninal heat should be sufficient to vaporize water 
pr©dac«a within th« stahl® which eaimot he readily disposed 
®f otherwise, and to heat the circmlatiag air necessary to 
ahsorh th« atolftwe and rtmov# it. fh« heat prodaced is alio 
considered as th® motiv® power for '^ontilation if natural sys-
toil is used* 
Th® constant toKperstor® of the hody of the anliwl 1» th« 
resnltant of two factors, the d«wlop»snt of h«at Insid® th® 
hody and th® loss of heat froa th® hody, fhis loss oeetirs hy 
radiation^ eosdnetion. and as latent heat of water -rapor from 
th® skin or-langs# 
Unfortnnatoly no single standard valu© for heat produc­
tion can he ass«®®d. 1® haw two factors to h® regarded in 
©stimating th® siaoant of heat produced, Th® first is th® nec­
essary Internal work dn® to th® vital activities of th® inter­
nal organs and that is called "•ftsting kataholism". The 
second factor is the "work of digestion** dn® to feed consump­
tion, The first factor depeMs upon the speel®s and size of 
animal while the s®eend varies with th® character and quanti­
ty of the ration. Armshy <t) has been ahl® to find a relation 
between th® live weight of th® cow and the heat production for 
th® fasting kataholisa. This equation isi 
y s .998 
where x « live weight in pounds 
y 9 heat produced in Btu/hr. 
2000 
400 
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200 
\ 
A 
Y 
m r. 
ilSBY EQUATIC 
998 X% ^ 
»N 
100, 100 150 200 300 400 500 600700 900 
800 1000 
2000 
WEIGHT OF COW IN POUNDS 
FIGl HEAT PRODUCTION OF A COW (FASTING KATABOLISM) 
fhl« relation is represented by the etirve in flgore 1. The 
total heat prodneed by the animal will be the addition of 
that of the fasting katabolis® to the increments due to the 
feed eaten if these inorenents are known, 
Kriss (16), la another experlraent, has been able to notice 
a relation between the weight of the dry latters in the ration 
per unit "weight of live weight and the produced heat for this 
unit live weight. This relation is expressed In the form of 
• y » 76.91it ^ 102.71 
where y s heat prodaetion in Btu/hr per 100 pounds 
of live weight. 
x • dry Matter In ration in poinds per 100 
pounds of live weight. 
This relation is represented by the carve in Plgiare 2. 
A comparison between the ti»o nethods for the same live weight 
and ration is shown in Table 1. 
• The original equation Isi 
y • 1.025X • 13U 
where y « heat production in Calories per day per 
100 kg. of live weight. 
X s grams of ration per day per 100 kg. live 
weight. 
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Tall# 1 
A Comparison Between Ar»sljf ana Iriss Methods 
For Deter Mining Heat Proittetion of a Cm 
I Hation in pQiaaia iRatlon iHeat f^rodaction 
tCorns i§raiaiMn-ias Dry t Btu/hr 
s Ml3c-is®«i«fctt®rst ir«4oe 
tlagfei^ i toraiMealt lltSa t 
s t f 1 s 
JTersey 900# pro- i 30 1 8 t 6 t t 20,6 t 2700 t 2520 
dncing 2# niilki % 
i 
t 
; 
t 
t 
t 
s 
t 
t 
I 
t 
Jersey, pro-i 30 t 8 t 9 t 1 t 24.2 s 3020 t 2800 
dncing 30#- milki t 
t 
t 
t 
s 
t 
1 
1 
t 
1 
1 
t 
Holstein 125# s t s 1 f 1 t 
producing 3# t 40 t 10 1 6 t • t 24,0 1 3300 1 3210 
Milk 1 t 
t 
t 
1 
f 
t 
t 
t 
i 
1 
s 
t 
Holstein 1250# i t s t t I t 
producing 4# i 40 t 10 f 10 1 1 1 29.5 t 3700 { 3550 
milk 1 1 t 1 t t 1 
t X -i. ,1.. L 1 
Th#r® is a eertain external temperatore, called the criti­
cal tefflperatnre, at which the outflow of heat Jnst balances 
the heat of production. Below this temperature, the method 
of regulation is largely exhausted and therefore wore oxida­
tion of tissue is required to maintain the normal temperature 
of the feody. 
Feed consnaption ha# the effect of increasing the heat 
prodttction of the aniwil. The «ore heat the animal wodnces, 
the more cold it natorally can withstand without being com­
pelled to oxidize body tissue to maintain the noraal body tem­
perature. This means that feed lowers the critical tempera-
twre. 
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Deeidiag for a critical tenperat'tff© of an anlisal i» th«r«» 
f®r# a Questlcm mt ©sly of physiological hut also of ©eoaomie 
significanc®, 
Purthermere, sine® 1% is th@ aim of feeding to indae# th® 
anifflals to #at as aiach feed as can he dconoaically converted 
into ws®fnl products, it s«®»s desirahl®, on th® on® hand, 
that the theriial sarroandings shotdd h© Im in order to main-
tain the appetite but, on'the other hand, not so lo'® as womld 
cause ifasteful oxidation. It is advisable thst a certain ex­
cess of heat prodmetion shoiild he maintained ov®r that refwired 
to keep the hody tewperatwe, and it will he advantageous hoth 
hy' promoting the eoafort of the animal and providing a margin 
of safety. In. a, dairy harn teaperatares as high as 50° P to 
60® P nay he considered favorable. 
The envlroaaental temperature has a definite effect on 
the rate of respiration and pulse of the cow. fhe skin of th® 
cow does not contain, except for certain limited areas, func­
tional sweat glands, so respiration rate, and consequent 
eliaination,of.heat through the lungs, increases rapidly as 
the stirroanding temperatta*e rises, A drop in stable teapera-
tBT® is generally accoapanled by a decrease in respiration 
rate and an increase in the pulse rate. During the period of 
low stable tenoeratures, the greater loss•Of body heat from 
the skin surface results in a natural reduction in heat loss 
by respiration, and' on the other hand the l^d on the heart 
is increased by the Increase of the pulse rate to push more 
"IQ— 
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blood to the skin areas. 
High t®ffip®ratm*«s In stables have also a detrifflental et» 
feet. It Is notleei th®t the body teiaperatore of i c&w re« 
aalns constant at approximately lOl® F mtll an air tempera­
ture of ?0® F Is reached, after whleh It al#o rises. 
Pifores 3 and 4 show the relation between the environ-
fflental teiaperatiire and body teiiperatare and respiration rate 
of a eow# 
For Moisture produetlon, Krlss observed that tmder nor­
mal eondltions mm blooded animals elininate, on the average, 
appr«riiBately 25 per cent of their heat through vaporisation 
of water. There are, however, many faotors which are known 
to affect this peroentage. Amonf the laiportant factors arei 
(1) the environmental tefflperatnre, (2) the eoat of hair of 
the aniBW.1, <3) water eonsnmptlon, (4) relative hnmldlty of 
the air in the stable, and (5) individuality. 
It has also been observed by Kriss that with an Increase 
in food eonsMiptlon the amount of water vaporised Is increased 
' in larger proportion than that of the total hest prodmction,.. 
For the second factor, it was shown that the vapor heat 
quotient under identical feeding was greater in a steer which 
had his fall coat of hair than in one that had been shorn. 
For the per cent of latent heat of vaporization, the 
following table shows the resalt of Forbes* <11) and Mitchell*s 
(18) studies. 
Taljle 2 
P#p Cent I<at@nt Heat 
^" I ' Miteh#ll & ^la.railton' 
7fe# ateey givl^ 10^0 Bta/to. tl90C^ at. giving 1728 Btu/hr 
ihea.ged. mmr t. . .Halntcnanet latlon 
I t S I t 
60 I 25,57 s 56.5 t 17.26 i 43 i 17.9 
' tji HI ll' 3 S 
64 I 34.87 I 60 f 18.95 i 52 i 19.7 
70 t 44.15 s 65.8 I 20.69 I 58 « 22.8 
I t I I t 
I I 71.6 I 26.36 I 69 » 40.5 
I • I ^ f t I 
Th« nnpnlillsfeed r«s«ayeh done r«6«ntly toy Prt^fmnsoT Bpody 
(8) ©f th® Univepslty of Mlisotofl indieatas higher values for 
lat«nt heat production than the earlier studies. Curves in 
Figure 5 coahine these results for eomparison. For design 
purposes the engineer is required to raake certain assumptions 
for th# heat and moisture iproduetlon. It has been shown that 
heat production varies hroadly with the feody weight, and the 
plane of nutrition. It also differs between Individuals of 
apparently equal pl^slcal characteristics as well as between 
different periods of time for the same Individual, One of the 
®ain assumptions is that the per cent of latent heat varies 
with the ©nvlronffliental temperature and independently of the 
weight of the animal. A second assumption is that an average 
1250 pound Holstein cow produces about 3500 Itu/hr. on a stan­
dard ration. 
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2 ,  , 
Still th# ®iigiiie«p is eonfpoated with the ppohl®® of 
aoiitiipe aai h®at p?odmeti@a hy th® h®a, Ext«nsif« work ms 
done hy Mitohell anfl Iell®y (20) in «hieh different kinds of 
birds of different weights and mider wrialile emrironanental 
ooiwiitions were tested and disemssed. The cnrw In Fignre 7 
shows th® total heat produced for different weights, while that 
in Figore 8 shows the per eent of heat that ean be considered 
as latent heat nnder varying enTlroniiental temperature. Sen­
sible heat is the net value of total heat sinus latent heat, 
Barott also made some researeh on Bhode Island red fe­
males. In these experiments he aeasured the heat elimination 
for different weights at different temperatures,(4), 
Tables 3a and 3b show the suoiaary made by the author for 
Mitchell's and Barott's work, Units are ehanged to Btu, hour 
and pounSs. Figure 9 represents the saiae results, 
Barott *s results were obtained when the chickens were in 
a post-absorptive state and la a closely confined position per­
mitting no activity. For calculation purposes in ventilation, 
figures would be at least 25 per eent too low"*, (5), 
For the aolsture production a similar analysis Is made 
for both Mitchell's and Barott*8 results. This is shown in 
Tables 4a and 4b where water exhaled is expressed in grains 
per hour. The same results are represented in curves of 
Figure 10, 
•Personal correspondence. 
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Talile 3 
H«at Bllraiaatl@ii at Tarloas InvlroniBeiital fewperatores 
(Units in Bttt/hr) 
3®. Cslemlat#d from Mitchell & Kelley's lesults 
(Seasifele Heat) 
T Weight Qf Chiefrn in Poama I I 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
12.65 
12.25 
11.7 
10.|5 
II2 
lf9 
16.45 
14.65 
13.15 
11.05 
20.4 
19.7 
18.8 
17.6 
15.8 
13.25 
23.9 
23.2 
22.1 
20.6 
18,5 
15.55 
29.9 
29. 
27.7 
25.8 
23.2 
19.5 
36.2 
35.1 
33.5 
31.3 
28.1 
23.6 
2-' 
40 
37.4 
33.6 
28.2 
3fe. Calettlat«a from Barott & Pringl«»s Besttlts 
CT©tal I«at) 
®f Chiefeen in Potmds 
Of 1 
• f P i  t t 2.26 1 3.56 1 4.35 1 5 .35 
t 
40 1 
s 
s 
t 
s 25.2 I 27.2 
s 
t  28.4 
t 
t 30.8 
50 I 11.2 1 18.7 s 22.3 t 24 1 26 t 28.4 
60 1 9.9 t 15.9 1 19.4 1 21.4 1 24 1 27 
70 1 8.4 i 13.7 ! 17.4 t 20.2 1 23.3 1 26.5 
80 t 6.9 t 12 t 16 1 19.8 1 22.2 1 27 
t 
-i- -L. t  t t 
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fable 4 
Water ©f Eeipiration of Ghleken at Taploms Tenpefatores 
(Units in ®ralns/te) 
4a* Analysis ©f liteh«ll tad Kell®y's Results 
Temp, 
©f 
1 Vej it ©f Chi0k®n in Fonnds 
t 
. i  1 1 % '1.5 1 i s 3 1 4 I 
1 
6 
1 s t } s : 
30 f 8.1 t 9.7 1 11.35 « 14.2 i 17.2 s 20.5 
40 i  8.5 .1 11.5 f 13.8 f 16.3 t  20.2 1 24.6 t  29.5 
50 t  12.3 1 16.5 t 19,7 1 23.2 » 29 1 35.3 t 42 
60 1 17.6 1 23.5 1 28.2 1 33 1 41.5 » 50.5 t 60 
70 t 25 ^ s 33.3 f 40 1 47 s 60 t  71.7 s 85.5 
80 1 35.6 s 47.5 t 57 t 67 1 84 J 101 s 122 
t  f s t 1 s .1. 
4fe, Analysis of Barott an^ Pringle's Besults 
feap. 
Of "g'jatf" *575 s 1.3 t 
s i 
t f 
1 12.3 t 
t 12.3 t 
t 12.3 s 
1 12.3 1 
i 14.6 1 
1 21.8 1 
s • «  
131 
40 
|0 
60 
70 
80 
85 
90 
5.4 I:'. 
4 7.6 
18.3 
18.3 
18,3 
19.1 
24.7 
40.6 
21 
21 
22 
25 
40 
90 
I 22.5 
I 22.5 
t 22.5 
I 24.4 
I 30 
I 60 
I 120 
J 
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It is clearly sliwa in the original paper of Barott tl-at 
th« yoimg ehiekens eliainat# mor® h«at ami exhale m©r« raois-
tor# per tsnit weight than th# old ones at the sam® temperatur®. 
For th® eritical temperatar# of the h@n, Mitchell concludes 
in his study and experiments that the average temperature ia 
62® F if the hen is fasting and not active. For a fasting and 
act lire hen, the product ion of heat aay he easily increaaed and 
the critical temperature will drop to 35® F, If the hen Is 
•fed sufficiently, theoretical critical temperature will drop 
aore. That will explain the reason that poultry can adjust 
itself to a low teaperature. A temperature of 35® F can he 
considered fawrahle for winter. 
C, Methods of ?entilation 
fhe necessity of ventilation and its iaportant function 
in farm hulldlngs had heen discussed. The governing factor 
is the control of relative htmidlty for a standard level, keep­
ing la aind that the tewperature inside th® shelter must not 
go feelow a eertaia level and that the only source of heat will 
he the aniKal, fo maintain these conditions the production 
of heat and the loss of heat must he in eaullihriUffi, Heat is 
lost through (1) walls, ceiling, floor, windows and doors, (2) 
the Infiltration of cold air and exflltration of warm air 
through doors, windows and walls, (3) through ventilation. 
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fhe first and seeoad l©ss#s ean he eontpolled by th® la-
salation walls and roofsf by double windows, and in gener­
al by tightly built strusttaret 
fh« third loss can b® controlled by th« ohange of th# 
araoant of sir nsed in ventilation. 
In ventilation, volti«e of air repaired ean be ealeulated 
if m know the amoiint of aolstnr# to be reaoved fron the bnlld-
ing,' the temperature and relative hnaldity of the Incoiaing 
air, and the temperature and relative humidity required for the 
inside air. The net amount of air throitgh any ventilating sys­
tem is the required volta® «iniis the asioant that enters by in*» 
filtration. The standards given by King for ventilation for 
different anloals oan, therefore, be overlooked# 
The first known systea of ventilation was the natnral 
draft tytse where the snoeess of the system depends npon the 
difference of teaperatnres between the Inside warm air and the 
outside cold air, npon the height and cross section of the fine, 
and won the prevailing wind and air ©arrents. The second sys­
tem for ventilation is the mechanical system where clreulation 
of air is accomplished by means of fans. This latter system 
can be controlled antomatlcally according to teraperatwe or 
relative hmiidity within the shelter. 
In designing the ventilation syste®, the governing factors 
arei <1) molstnre removal, (2) balance between heat prodnetion 
and heat loss. 
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These faetors ean be y#lat@d and expressed by ©ne formtilat 
H » ^  * ACB 
where H « a#'iisibl# heat In Btii/)to, per atil»al 
? * air iieeiad for ventilation in em.ft./hr, 
per aniaal an^S it iapaads apoa the aois-
twe to b« rt»©T««3. 
53 • irolrai# of air in ea.ft# raised on# degree F 
by 1 Itn e JL Tihere is the danaity of air 
•and c is specific heat » 0*241 Itm/lb* per 
-degrea F. 53 is an approxioat® flg®ra sine# 
density and speeifio haat of aoist air are 
not constant at different temperatures and 
relative hmiiidities. But in general, this 
for«ttla will give an idea aboiit balance of 
heat before accurate eslcnlations ean 
be Had®. 
A s area of exposare to heat loss In sq.ft. per 
aninal. 
C » average heat lois throagh walls, etc., Itn/ 
hr. per sq.ft. per degree F. 
B « difference in temperatiire between inside and 
omtside. 
In the different animal shelters, the valme A varies per 
aniaal. This variation cones either froii the difference in 
the nnfflber of aniaals housed or in the size of the animals. 
This latter fact Is clearly shown if we compere the hen with 
the cow. Twenty*flve hens ocenpy -aore floor space than on® 
cow snd emit abo^t only one-third as nnch heat. 
If there is little or no insnlation in the constrnction 
the loss of heat throngh the exposed surfaces will be great 
•and the heat rea®ining for ventilation will be smII. If we 
increase, therefore, the resistance to heat flow, we will 
I 
i; 
hav© a greater aiff«reiiee of t«»p#rattares between the insid® 
and omtside airj while for the saw® difference in temperatore, 
the Yoleae of air a^ailaljle for Tentilation will he greater 
in an insalated house than in an unisstilated one. 
In any ventilating syste®, the exhawst warm air ii thrown 
omtside the hnilding carrying an en®pfflotis amount of heat ener­
gy. By introducing a heat exchanger the cold fresh air coming 
to the hoase ean he heated hy the war® fonl exhaast air going 
out of the hottse. 
Experiments Mtd® in fessaohasetts State College have shown 
that reeircalation within the homse helped to dry the litter 
in a poultry house and seemed to help prevent frost aecuaula-
ting on the ceiling. This fact can also be counted as an ad­
vantage in the heat exchanger. 
B. Heat Exchanger 
The heat exclmnger used in ventilation is a multi-tube 
heat exchauler. It is formed of sraall pipes inside a duct# 
The exhaust war® air flows in the pipes while the cold fresh 
air flows in the annular space, or vice versa. In the system 
installed in the poultry house, which was of the first type, 
the cold air gains heat from the exhaast air and from th© 
house warm air. In the system installed in the barn the duct 
was insulated, and the cold air is only heated by the exhaust 
warm air. In a third system, which will be discussed later 
and#!* the naa# of *sfflall pipes aad doahle daist heat exetenger®, 
the eold alp has two sarfaees for heat-gain from eschamst air. 
Heat is transferred from one side to the other by the 
three methods of heat transaissioni namely, condnotion, con­
vection and radiation. Transfer of heat between the air flow­
ing throttgh inside pipes and air in annnlar space occnrs by 
the first two aethods, while transmission between the air in 
the annnlar space and the house air ocanrs by means of all 
three aethois. Bach »ethod has m&mf factors affecting the 
transfer of heat froa one side to the other. 
I fall dlscnsslon for the three methods is written in ffly 
thesis sttbmitted for degree of Master of Science# A collec­
tion of the foranlae tised to get the total coefficient of heat 
transfer can be sraiwtrlzed in the following (9): 
The pipes are i»de of aetal sheets whose coefficient of 
thermal conductivity is high, and Its thickness SfBallf there­
fore the resistance to heat flow is s*all and the drop of 
teaperatnre tha^ongh the wall can be easily considered negligi­
ble and we can consider that the only factor affeetinyg the 
overall coefficient of transmission is the s«a*face conductance 
dne to convection or radiation or both. 
2»„ 
Cctnvection will be either natoral or forced. It is 
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natural when eircttlatlon Is eaused n^rely hy the difference in 
densities caused ^y the change in te»ptratare. This oectirs in 
ottr ease beti»een the outside duct and the house air. If clr-
eulatlen is caused hy a aeehanical aeans, then heat is trans* 
ferred hy forced convection such as th»t which occurs In the 
pipes and in the annular space. For natural convection the 
formula used iss 
hg 5 C.k. Btu/hr. (sq.ft. )(deg,F) 
where C s ,55 for vertical plate, ,?1 for horizontal 
plat#' facing upwards| ,35 for horizontal 
plate facing doniward and an average value 
for the shape of our duet {fig, 12) nflll he 
.54. 
a « 2,6 X lof for air at 20® 
2.2 ic 10| for air at 40® 
1.8 X 10® for air at 60® 
# s difference in tewperature of surface of 
duct and air 
k » coefficient of conductivity of air 
,0128 at 20® 
.0132 at 40® 
,0136 at 60® 
t 5 vertical or horizontal length of plate 
For forced convections 
h„ B .0225 I (^ )'® Btn/te. (sq.ft.Xdeg.P) 
= Wt 
nher® 1^ s coefficient of heat transfer for velocity 
Vq s 1 ft/sec, and s 1 inch. 
ho = (.0225)(k)-® <5)-* z--® (1 * 3600)-® 
- (^)*^ nhere d s diameter In Inches 
*26'» 
where v s velocity in ft,/s®c, 
fhm carves in fig«r® 11 giv® h^, Fg and F^. 
T® g#t the ontsia® coefficient ©f th« inner pipe, th© 
dla«et®r shoold h© replaced hy an equivalent diameter Be which 
eqttals t© *A« Is the crass-sectional area of the space 
between pipes attd dnct, and f Is the nm«her of pipes times th© 
perimeter of each pipe, 
fh® insertion of supports in the annular space to keep 
the inside pipes in position and the joints in the pipes and 
in the dttct will increase the tarhwlence, which accordingly 
will increase th© sarfact coefficient, 
i,,,, 
fhe followlnf formula is used in calculating coefficient 
of radiant heat transfer! 
hp . Fa (T,» - T,*) 
Tg - T, ^ 
Where fg r absolute tewp, of enclosing surface (walls 
and roof of house) 
« absolute teap. of the outside wall of duct, 
0- m .174 X 10*® Stefan Boltamann coefficient 
Fn 5 1 for a saall coapletely enclosed body com­
pared with the enclosing body. 
Fg, • a factor depending upon eailssivities of the 
two bodies and in our case equals emisslvity 
of the enclosed body. Equals ,2% for gray, 
oxidized galvanized sheet iron and ,216 for 
alufflinum duct. 
Adding the radiation coefficient to the coefficient of natur­
al convection w© get the outside coefficient for heat transfer 
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for the daet. 
The overall heat transfer IT can lie ealeulated as follows s 
F©r the 4a©ti 
fh# middle term in the ieaomlnator Is negligible, since 
the eoaduetivlty of metal is high and the thickness is small, 
ana thereforeI 
Also the middle tera is nefligifele and 0^ em be consi­
dered equal to D. since the thlekaeis is small, and therefores 
For the determination of heat transfer coefficients experi-
fflentally, we are asnally able to 'ffleasnre the araownt of heat 
transferred, 
Q s A W ©jB 
where Q : heat transferred 
A s sirfaee area for transfer 
U = heat transfer coefficient 
P©r the pipesI 
29-
a log mean t®mperat«r® iifferene® 
« 0a - ©h 
-Tii^ETE Gb 
Heme® U ean he detewined, 
Solation Qf a heat eacehangey 
Any type ©f h«at ©xehaniei" ean h# solved theoretically 
hy trial and error method if ©ae knows the teaperatmr® at the 
inlets and assumes those at th® outlets and tries to let these 
astmiptlons satisfy the following equations. 
a. Heat exehanger of small piBes and one otatside aninsn* 
lated dnet (similar to one mad® for experiment in the poultry 
house). 
Total heat gained - m, « » . t > n 1 
cold air - *1 ®P V 
hms of heat fro® 
moving warm air In- z (h^ - H3)sl^Ah (2) 
side the small pipes 
where Aha difference of enthalpy of air 
at t2 and fg. 
= % % (3) 
Iqnation (1) minni Iqaation (2 )  should also 
= "2 * *2 * (*> 
where % s mass of eold air 
ti,fi s inlet and outlet temperatures of 
eold air 
M2 s mass of exhaust air 
'^ 2»^ 2 * inlet and outlet temperatures of 
exhaust - air 
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hg,]^ s enthalpy of «xhaast sir at t2 an<3 ^2 
W, « eo«fflcl«iit 0f heat transfer between 
saall pipes and annular spaee 
ITg ® coefficient ®f heat transfer between 
annular spaee and otttside dtiet 
AM far a cotmterflow « 
A . (^2 - "^l) - Ct2 - Ti) #a - 0b 
" "fs - "bl 
tg - S5 
. (tg - t^) - (tg - T^) 
!»«• tj - ll 
IjL ^2 ® siirfaees of heat transfer. 
b> Heat exchanger of saall Pises and insQlated duct 
(similar to second step in experiment of the barn). 
"1 *1 % » <^2 - %) 
We did not use - tj^) s since cold air may pick 
np some heat from the stxrroundings although the dnct Is insu­
lated. Psychroaetric charts are very helpful in solving this 
problea. 
exchanger consists of small pipes and two otiter ducts, one of 
which is used as inlet to exhaust air. The type of flow in 
this system is a reversed flow and heat exchanger is classi­
fied as the one shell and raultiple pass. This is solved as 
type "b" with the following «odificationsi 
% . ©«^ X F 
•31. 
where F is a faet©r ©litaiiied fro® charts found in any heat 
transfer look. A » 4 A2 : area of surface of heat trans 
fer « surface area of small pipes pirns stirfsce srea of duct 
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III. ITOSf ®I.T10»AL WOBK 
fQ mrlfj the theoretical research ®©rk done and suh-
ffiitted far !b^ Master of Selence degree, heat ©xehangers were 
installed in a poultry house and In a fearn. 
On the 23rd of .^anaary 1948 the heat exchanger started 
its fiinctlon in the chicken house lo. 13 situated in the Col­
lege Pottltry Farm. This exchanger worked for two winters, 
1947-1948 and 1948-1949. Another heat exchanger was used for 
the ventilation of the Horth barn in the College Dairy Farm, 
This ventilation system was ready to work in January 1949. 
4. fhe Ixperiaent in a Fonltry Ifease 
fhe hoase is a gahle roof type 20* x 24In the first 
year it had a horizontal ceiling at 6*-6'* froM the floor and 
was insulated with a straw layer of one foot thickness. The 
house had first six windows In the south, and two windows in 
each of the west and east walls, lach window had four lights 
12" X 14** mking a glass area of 4.65 square feet. The total 
window area was 46.5 square feet, which was equal to 10.6 per 
cent of the floor area. Since the reconraended area for the 
glass of windows is 4 per cent of the floor area, it was pre­
ferable to-shut soffl® of these windows. The house had two 
doors 2'-6** x 
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•I« ..hoQge and gx^erimtat of 
wiatef 194?*1948 
Oa® wind©* on tach of th® west aad east walls was closed 
and om wialow was left, whll® four windows were left In th® 
south wall, making a total glass ar®a of 26 if, ft» (6,4 per 
cent of floor area). All windows were doubled to reduce th® 
loss of heat to the owtaid®, Th« horns® was lined fro® th® 
inside hy alumintia sheets, and the spaee between the sheets 
and the oatside hoards was filled with an insmlating material 
Czonolite). 
Th® horiaontal ceiling was also lined with these aluminaffl 
sheets fixed to the bottoa chord of the gable trmss and to 
horizontal ceiling Joists raade of 2^ ar 4*. 
This aln»lnBM lining was considered as a vapor barrier 
and at the same time its brightness added to th© light in the 
hoMse# fh« heat exchanger ased was btillt of an external square 
duct of 8"* side and four 3** pip®s# fhe length of the heat 
axchanger was twenty feet. Figure 12 shows clearly the inlets 
and outlets of cold and warm air. fwo fans (1 CE Champion 
blower and Forge Go.) were used to push air in the pipes or in 
the annular space. The flow of warm exhaust air was in a 
eounterflow direction with that of cold fresh air. Provisions 
were also wade to take the fresh air either directly from the 
outside trm the east wall or from the air entering the space 
between the ceiling and the roof from the west wall while the 
fan was in the east side. 
ALUMINUM LINING 
COLD AIR JNLET] 1 
SLOPE I" TO 10' 
EXHAUST All 
OUTLET - 5' ;OLD AIR OUTLET DRAIN 
EXHAUST AIR INLET 
P-
A 
24* 
PLAN — 
WINTER 1948 ARRANGEMENT 
3" PIPE 
—DUCT CROSS SECTION — 
STRAW 
EAST WEST 
GUTTER FDR DRAINING 
CONDENSATE 
DRAINS 
FRESH AIR OUTLET 
ELEVATION A.A. 
Fig» 12. Chicken House No, 13. 194-7-1948 Experiment. 
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H«at#rs w®r« provided In the warm air inlet to be used 
if aecumnlation of ice in the saall pipes should heeome ex­
cessive. The equipment was installed having a slope of 2" in 
20 feet to faellitite the drainage of the condensate. 
The outlet for the fresh air was «ade first to he two 3" 
pipes blowing air near the floor while the exhaust fan was 
put near the ceiling. Since there was accumulation of frost 
on the ceiling, the outlets for the fresh air were made to 
blow air to sweep the ceiling. Two nore fresh air outlets were 
added and the four were blowing air over the ceiling, fhls 
arrangement prevented the formation of the frost over the 
west part of the celling. Then arrangements were made to re­
circulate part of the exhaust air coming out from the exchanger 
at the east side of the house, fhe remaining exhaust air com­
ing from the excha^er was thrown out through 5** pipe. Fin­
ally, it was noticed that the best result could be obtained if 
the outlets of fresh air were perforated pipes, Figure 13. 
fwo 3*' perforated pipes at the west side of the ceiling 
eoiaii^ out from the exchanger and extending to the north 
and south of the house and another two of the same size in the 
center of the house, were all used as the fresh air outlets. 
Two similar pipes were put in the east side of -the house for 
recirculation of part of the exhaust air. The air coalng out 
froa the holes of the perforated pipes acted as a defroster 
and swept all condensation or frost formed on the horizontal 
celling. 
Fresh Air Inlet Fresh Air 0«tlet 
Exhaust Air Inlet Air Outlet 
Fig. 13. Heat Exchanger in Chicken House No, 13. Experiment 1947-1948 
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This ai?rang®»®at showed a gy#at smeeess* Bat, as a recom-
aeMation, a horlzoiital celling for p©tiltpy hoase should not 
b® ws#d. 
fhe e3cp#pliaent of th« winter 1948-I949 was oaie as a re­
sult of this reeomendation. fhe horizontal ceiling was taken 
off and the gahle roof was lined with alofflinura sheets and was 
insalated with zonolite.. 
2. Performance of the layimr hoase with horizontal 
a. Areas of heat loss surfaces* 
lindowsi 6 3!r 2.3 x 2,5 
Doors I 2 3c 6.5 s: 2,5 
= 34,5 sq.ft 
a 32.5 sq.ft 
Walls i (2 X 24 • 2 s: 20) 6.5 - 67 » 503 aq.ft 
Ceiling! 24 X 20 s 480 sq.ft 
h. Besisti'vlty and coefficients for heat loss. 
Walls! 3/4"" siding * 3 5/8" zonolite * alarainuBi 
lining 
s ,108 Btti/(hr)(sq,ft. )(deg,F) 
Ceilings AlniBinttiB lining * 12« straw 
s ,033 lttt/<hr)(sq.ft.)(deg.F) 
looft W = ,52 
-38. 
WlndQWs? dcsttble glass » .45 Btm/ChrXsq.ft,Xdeg.F) 
Doopst !•* thlek s .69 Btn/ChrXsq.ft. Xdeg.P) 
c. Iioss of h«at tlipoiigh walls, windows and doors p«r 
d©gr«« dlff««ne«. 
Total loss through siirfaees « 108.35, say 110 Btn/(hr) 
(d«f.F) 
d. Infiltration, 
llndowst Perira«ter of a window » 10 ft. 
fhp®e windows sr® only to he considered for 
infiltration while the other three windows 
tr® for ©rflltratlon. 
Iioss per degre® P wh®n wind is 15 miles' p®p 
hr. s 3 x 111 -x 10 jc ,075 3^ .24 » 6o Btu/(hr) 
(deg.F) 
Iioss per degree f when wind is 5 mile® pey 
hr, « 3 X 2? 3E 10 X .075 ir .24 » 14,6 Btti/(hr) 
Cd®i.l'1 
Boorst PerlMeter of a door s 18'ft. 
Iioss per degree f when wind is 15 miles per 
hr. s 222 x l8 x .075 x ,24 • 72 Bt«/(hr> 
(deg.F) 
toss p®r degree F when wind is 5 miles per 
Iff. • 54 3E 18 X .075 X 24 - 17.5 Bta/(hr) 
(deg.F) 
lallsi Ho Infiltration was considered to oecnr 
through the walls d'tie to the raetal lining. 
3, Experiment for winter 1^8*1949 
Walls 503 X .108 
lindows 34.5 X .45 
Doors 32,5 X ,69 
Gelllag 480 X .033 
s 54.5 ltn/(hr)(deg.F) 
s 15.5 Bttt/(hr)(deg.F) 
s 22.5 Bt!i/(l»)(deg.F) 
s 15.85 Bt!i/(hr)(def.F) 
Th® horizontal eeilliig was removed and th® gahle roof 
was lined and infalated. The heat exehsnger was raised to th® 
FRESH AIR FAN 
EXHAUST AIR FAN PH 
24' 
o (M 
EXHAUST AIR INLET 
ARRANGEMENT FROM JAN.I TO FEB.3, 194-9 
—  P L A N  —  
JAN.I TO FEB. 3, 1949 
a 
4-3" FRESH AIR OUTLETS 
ARRANGEMENT FROM FEB.4 TO MARCH 21,1949 
Pig, 14a. Chicken Ho«se No. 13. Scheiaatlc Plan for 1949 
Ixperii^nt. 
highest point. Two alternativ# solutions ware aiade for this 
txptriaent. In th® first, th« «xhaast air was tak®n hj a 
perforated pip® located at th« wtst sid® near the floor, 
while th# fresh air outlets were four 3" perforated pipes 
hong to the roof like those Mentioned in the last part of 
1947-19^S experiaent. Part of the exhaust air was recirculated 
ly another two 3« perforated pipes located on the east side of 
the roof and extending from north to south parallel with those 
of the fresh air outlets. In the second alternative, the ex­
haust air was taken by a 6*' perforated pip# hung along the 
ridge of the house, while the fresh air outlets were four 3" 
pipes near th® floor. The windows were single. 
4. Ferforaanee of the house for 1948»1Q4Q experiiaent 
a. AreasI 
Windows s 34.5 sq.ft. 
Doors a 32.5 St.ft, 
*alls s JOS-^IIO s 613 sq.ft. 
loof « 23.5 X 24 s 565 sq.ft. 
lb. lesistivity and coefficients for heat lossi 
Walls » .108 Btu/(hr)(sq.ft.Hdeg.P) 
Roof 3 .084 Btu/(hrHsq.ft.Hdeg.F} 
Windows, single « 1.13 Btu/(teHsq[.ft. Hdeg.P) 
Doors » .69 Btu/Chr)(sf.ft.)Cd«g.F) 
c. Itess of heat through walls, windows and doors per 
degree difference. 
loof 565 X .OS 
Windows 3^. 5 3E 1.13 
Doors 32.5X .^9 
Walls 613 X .108 s 66 Btu/(hr)(deg,F) 
084 « 48.5 Btu/(hr)(deg.F) 
4 IE « 39 Btu/(hr)(deg.F) 
6 s 
Total loss through surfaces a 1 
d.| l„flltr.«on. 
'•yUndWii mhm wind Is X5 Billes/tee' « iO ^ltii/(hr)(deg,F) 
' mh&m wind is $ ail®#/!® as 14,5 Btti/(hrHdeg;f) 
15o©rsf mhm wlai if 15 »ll«s/te » 72 Btu/(hp)(deg,F) 
: whm mini, is 5 lailts/hr « 17.5 Bttt/(hrKdeg.F) 
WallsI *0 infiltrttiofl was considered to ocear 
throagh the walls, 
li If If,I, IMZniMi .mMfimRt 
On the 23rd of Jannary a hnndred and forty-three hens of 
an average weight of 4.7 ponies were honsed. The house stayed 
iwithoat ventilation until the system hegsn working on the 29th 
of January, taring this period the temperatare oatside ranged 
from -4®F to 30®Ff while the inside teffli)er®tare was ranging he* 
tween 22®F and 40®f, a differenee ©f 26 to 10 degrees F, A 
heavy layer of frost aecaaalated on the ceiling and a thin 
i 
layer on the walls. 
On the 29th of S&nmtj the system hegan working hy pash-
ing fresh air taken froa the attlo. The Idea of warming the 
fresh alt hy elrealating It la the attics was in laind. Bat the 
gain was small| and Its effeet was apparent in the fornation 
of frost on the oeiling. 
After the start of the syste» the awoont of frost was 
n©tl<3©ahly deereased, hat still It coald he seen on son© spots, 
•The'-two fresh air oatlets were near the floor. 
A trial of shattiim off th© fresh air at night and reeir-
calating the ©xhaast air resalted in keeping the hoase at a 
-42» 
t«Bpepat«re highei* than 33® P' while the omtsid# was as lew 
as 8® F, hat the l.H. 'rose to 92 per eent and a heairy frost 
layer was fornftd on the eellii^. fhe l.H. dropped to 84 per 
cent when th® system started working in its usml manner hy 
discharging th® exhaust air to the omtsid®. 
On the 9th ©f Fehrmary, it was found thst It might he 
better to let the outlet of fresh air he near the oeiling, 
This helped in et'aporating the condensate and preventing frost 
fron heing formed. The effect was espeeltlly satlsfacto-ry in 
the. area in front of th© pipe outlets* Until the 12th of 
Fehruary the fresh air was taken froa the attic and we had two 
outlets pushing air on the eeiling and two outlets near th® 
floor, ifter this date the fresh air was taken from outside 
and the opening in th® attie was olosed. 
The next step was pushing the fresh air fron all the four 
outlets on the ceiling. This, gave better results in Hilniialz-
Ing the places of frost formtion. Once during this period, 
a cold spell occurred'and the frost was formed on the eeiling 
except exactly in front, of the outlets. 
The•idea of reeirculating part of the exhaust air came 
into consideration. Air was pushed on the east side of the 
ceiling to .help sweep any frost or condensate that aight he 
formed, 
After this last solution, the condition of the house was 
shown to he better than in all the previous eases, but still 
there existed some condensation or frost formation on th® 
-43-
mrmrs of th® house or In the areas not Infliteiiiead hj the 
air streams eoming out from th® outlet pipes. 
All th«se ohserTations led to th# final solution of let­
ting th« fresh sir con® out from perforated pipes extending 
fro* the north to th© south of the house. 
We had four fresh air outlets of these perforated type 
pipes, two located in the west side and two in the ©enter of 
the exhaust air at the east side» lo results had "been obtained 
from this set since no cold spells had occurred, hut its sue» 
cess was shown in the 194f experlaent. 
Durii^ the winter 1948, the air supplied was almost con­
stant for long periods of tine, 
from JTanuary 29 to February 9, the exhaust air was at th© 
rate of 35 cu,ft. per hour per Mrd and fresh air of 35 cu.ft. 
per hour per hird. 
From February 10 to February 15, exhaust air was at th© 
rate of 42.5 cu.ft, per hour per bird, and fresh air at the 
rate of 37.5 cu.ft. per hour per bird. 
From February 16 to March 14, fresh air was at the rate 
of 37.5 cu.ft, per hour per bird while the exhaust air varied 
according to the amount recirculated. For th© 1949 experiment, 
th© amount ©f air pushed was variable depending upon th© tem­
perature outside. The motors of the fans were changed to 
others of higher speeds so timt now we can move »©r© air for 
ventilation per bird. 
-44-
H<at Exchanger Near Kidge 
Fig. 14b. Chicken House No. 13. 1948-
1949 Experiment, 
fhe alamiattffi liniaf of th# house walls ms aetlag as 
vapor barrier and condensation was notleeatile before the sys­
tem was started. This condensation was dripping on the litter, 
fhe per cent of aoistw® content in the litter increased 
rapidly nntil the sysfeBi started. Three weeks were enough to 
make the litter moisture reach 75 per cent of dry natter and 
become anfit for use. After the systea had been installed, 
saaples were taken ^ om Ifereh 1, 1948 to March 15, 19^8, and 
it was found that the moisture content in the litter rose from 
39 per cent to 48 pm cent and th® air pushed in the system was 
at the rate of 42,5 cu,ft. per hour per bird. 
6. ObsarTOtlonsi 1948-1Q49 eacaeriment 
The »ln difference between the 1948 and 1949 experiments 
was thit the former had a horizontal ceiling, almost constant 
amount of air per bird and aore birds. In 1949 the horizon­
tal flat celling was taken off and the gable roof was Insulstad, 
The Toluffle ©f space per bird was increased accordingly. In 
1949 the amount of air pushed changed from tine to time accord­
ing to the outside teaperature, fhe number of birds started 
with 98, ten of which died, and on February 18, 90 more hens 
were added. The average weight of thes# birds was 5 pounds. 
Two ©xperiMents war# carried out during the winter. In 
the first one the •xhaust air was taken from near the floor by 
a perforated 6" pipe and the coning fresh air was blown over 
the roof by four 3" perforated pipes, Rirt of tha exhaust air 
.46. 
was recipetilated fey blowing it over th® roof on the east side 
toy two 3" pipes. 
The seeond experiaent started on Feferwary 4th, The ex­
haust air was taken fey the perforated 6** pipe near the ridge 
of the roof# The pipe was placed longitudinally in the house. 
The outlets for fresh air were four 3« pipes near the floor 
on the west side of the house. 
From the 4th of Fefermry until the end of the experiments 
the lowest outside temperature was 0%*, 
During loth solutions no frost or oondensation was ofe-
servei on the walls or roof* The only places where frost was 
formed were the single windows and doors. 
The lowest teaperature in the house was 20® F when the 
outside temperature was -l8® F at a tl»e when we had 88 chick­
ens and the systea was blowing 3^ cu.ft. per hour per bird. 
The low temperature in the house was due to the large surface 
area or voluae per bird. This surface factor was responsible 
for the high loss of heat per bird. 
Samples of litter were taken every week and moisture con­
tent was estimated. It was fo'und that four to five weeks were 
enough to raise the moisture content in the litter to 75 per 
cent and the air pushed varied according to the temperature 
outside. It was also noticed that the wettest litter was 
that in the middle of the house where the waterers and feed 
were put, At the sane time there were only 88 chickens in 
the house until February l8, 1949, when 90 siore chickens were 
-47-
Inlet 
Outlet 
Pig. 15. Exhaust Jir Inlets and Outlets. 
Second Alternative, 1949 Experi 
ment. 
-48-
whieh e©iitrl%iit«d to the laereas© In nolstar® content. 
If. 
fh« follQwing tables ulll show the analysis of the «xperi-
«@ntal data and the ealeulated and theoretical heat transfer 
coefficients of the exchanger. 
Outlet When Exhaust Was Taken From Near Outlet When Exhaust Was Taken From Near 
Ceiling Floor 
Fig. 16. Fresh Air Inlets and Outlets, 
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TaMe Heat Transfer C©ef fie lent s 
inrfaee area of 4 - 3^ pipes x 20* s 62,8 sq.ft. 
Sorfaee area of 8* square taet x 20* * ^ .33 sq.ft. 
Ixperiaeatal 
4._i Ixhaast s Wsmn 1 
F^resh Air^ Air t Biff, t H®at 
iCoeffigients of heat transfer 
s ttft %9ft ti^i t®^s* %mx t 
s Sxperi" 
I % s Q, 
'1 * ^2 
fhe©reti-sPer Cent 
eal siaaereaae 
s s in Wt 
1 123 s28 
t f 
2 s27.5f32 
3 t33 s'36. 
4 S*17.5S23. 
5 S30.5S35. 
s t 
6 845 s48. 
7 s30.5s39. 
t s 
8 f20 s30 
s 
134 
t 
s36 
6138.5 
5^28.5 
: 
5s40 
5s51.5 
5s46 
08.5 
3 
30 
33 
35.5 
24 
35.5 
48 
39.5 
30.5 
6.55 
4.75 
2.22 
5.7 
4.8 
3.45 
7.65 
9.5 
8.25 
6 
3.4 
7.6 
6.75 
4.9 
10.3 
12.85 
473s 384s 89s .93s'.2 
s s s s 
426s 274s 152$ .92s.475 
. s • s s- " • s 
334s 2708 64s1.9 s.35 
650s 535s ll5sl.49s.29 
580s 520s* 60s 1.73s'. 17s 
I s s s 
410s 330s 80s1.528,31 
s • s s s 
1080s 620s 460sl.3 S.84 
t S • S • • s 
1230s 760$ 470s1.27s.69 
.82 
.82 
.82 
.96 
.96 
.945 
.945 
.945 
.56 
.51 
.6 
.53 
.5 
.63 
.58 
113 
112 
Wrong 
155 
180 
161 
137 
134 
1^ • leg mean difference between fresh air a^  exhaost air 
• log »e8n difference "between fresh air and still air 
% • total gain ^  fresh air^ Btu/hr 
% • loss froffl exhaust, Btn/to 
• gain froffl the hsnse, Bt«/hr 
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Ta^ l© Tl^ op#tleal Heat Transfer C®efflelent 
• i 
Iwa 
1©. 
Ssthanst s¥el@-1 
Air seity iBiaa. 
Cn.ft./s Ft. 8 Inch 
a*. 8 Sec.8 
8 sFresh 
.8 . . 8 Air 
t I^sCn.ft. 
s 8 /ffip. ! s«.l 
8 t 
8 
• • 
8 
% 
8 
1^ 
8 
fer 
8 8 
hlg 
8 
^2 
1 4700 6.658 3 
8 s 
81.848 4W 
t t 
I 5.271 3.8 
8 
81.49 
9 
.54 .36 
8 
.9 81.45 
m 
.56 
2 4700 6.65s 3 8*1.848 4?m 
• % 
1 5.278 3.8 8*1.49 .82 .52 .27 .7981.45 .51 
3 4700 6.65t 3 
« $ 
81.84s 4700 
8*2.318 5350 
i 
82.318 5350 
8 5.278 3.8 8*1.49 .45 .36 .8181.45 .52 
4 6100 8.6«>' - 3 
? % 
8 6.0 1 # # 3.8 81.65 .96 .53 .45 .98s1.6O # .6 
5 6100 8.648 3 
» i' 
1 6,0 t 3.8 81.65 .53 .27 .8 8l,6o .53 
6 5100 7,22t 3 81.948 6190 8 6.95s 3.8 sl,83 
Jl.83 
.945 .48 .21 .6981.78 .5 
7 5100 7.228 
» 
3 81.94s 6190 8 6.958 
#  e  
3.8 .945 .59 .39 .9811.78 .64 
8 5100 
m 
7.22 s 3 
^  0 
81.948 6190 8 6,958 3.8 S1.838'.945 «6l .22 .838*1.78 .58 
J _i I t S t I 8 -f 
Cross sectional ares of 4 - 3* pipes s .196 sq.ft. 
Cross sectional area of anniilar smee « ,248 sq.ft. 
hij^  s inside siErfaee eoeffieient between exl^nst air and ft'esh air 
feoj_ s outside snrfaee coefficient t^etneen exhanst air and fresh air 
s ontsiSe snrfaee coefficient between still air ani fresh air » he • hr 
hi2 s iasidle s^ faee coefficient between still air ani ft»esh air 
he « sarface coefficient dne to con^'ectlon 
hr = stirface coefficient ine to radiation 
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fable 6b. Heat fransfer Goefflslents 
Sapfae® area ®f 4 - 3" pipes x 20' s 62,8 sq. ft. 
Sta-faee area ©f S" sqmre iaet x 20' s 53.33 sq« 
g tift tmfi tigi tegf 
ixaerii^ntal 
lirbaast s Ifeaa s 
4lf.. •> , ntf r 
tCQeffieieats of tieat_transfer 
leat lalanee cperi 
% ^ ^ '% * "1 ^ % 
Their#ti-sl^r Cent 
©ml .t Iner ea se 
% s la % 
Sl8. 
#32. 
t 
s20. 
s 
sl4. 
s |22. 
s 
,1 8 
7 m. 
8 fl4. 
5 
6 
8825.5132. 
t 8 
5S36 140. 
5t28 *35-
t s • 
4s20.4s27 
8 8 
ft 30.2136 
t 8 
820,5t29 
t 8 
5s20.2t26 
8 8 
8S26.8831. 
2*27.8 
8136,6 
6^28.8 
S21.4 
.4131 
.5«22 
t 
,5t20.8 
3s27 
7.85 
4.5 
8.1 
7.5 
7.2 
11.5 
6.8 
7.7 
s 8 i 
9.7 si23oi 49o1 
8 8 8 
6.4 8 6158 4705 
11 81330s 7608 
9.3 5 865s 6258 
8 8 8 
9.5 I11108 6O5j 
s i ' * 
14.35tl780? 840s 
9.2 8 965I 635s 
9.151 925? 4808 
8 8 8 
74081.0 sl.43 
8 8 
145I1.67S .42 
57081,5 s .98 
8 8 
24011.33s .48 
505s1.3481.0 
940sl.17il.23 
33081.478 .67 
44511.008 .91 
1.17 
1.17 
1.17 
1.06 
1,06 
1.06 
1.06 
.79 
,60 
.63 
.58 
.58 
.63 
.58 
.49 
143 
128 
125 
125 
no 
138 
127 
a 1^ meaa Iffere^e between fr#sh air ana ia:haitst air 
s li^ «ean flifferenee between fresh air and stiH air 
% « total gala by fresh air, Bto/hr 
% « less frim exhaust air, Itn/hr 
Q3 s gain fr€» the hoase, Bto/to 
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Tabl® 6e. Theoretical Heat Transfer Coefflelent 
Bnn 
So. 
BxtenstsVelo-
Air leity 
Cn.ft./i Ft. 
&•. s Sec. 
Blaa.f 
Inch, f 
sFresh sVelo-
. . s Air scity 
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s-
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' t 
9160 sio.5 t 3.8 t2.5 1.17 .57n22 .79:'2.5 ' 
.53>2.5 s 
.60 
2 5760 8.17 
i 
3 s 2.2f 9160 110.5 s 3.8 s2.5 1.17 ,27s .26 .44 
3 5760 8.17 
f 
3 t 2.2t 9160 810.5 s 3.8 s2.5 1.17 .571.26 .8382.5 s .63 
4 5760 8.17 
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6 5760 8.17 3 s 2.2t 7340 1 8.2 s 3.8 S2.07 1.06 ,66I.24 .9 s2.07s .63 
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• 
3 s 2.2s* 7340 s 8.2 s 3.8 S2.07 IM .55t.24 .79s2.07s .58 
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3 s 
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2.2s 
s 
3850 s 4.3 
• 
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t 3.8 
s 
sl.22 
• 
.79 
1 
.591.23 
s 
,82I1.22S 
s s s 
.49 
Cross seGtioml area of 4 • 3® pipes = .19# sq.ft. 
Cross sectio«al area of aimalar space a .248 sq.ft. 
hlj s inslele sorfaee coefficient between exfeamst air and fresh air 
s o^side S!irface coefficient lietween exheast and ftresh air 
hlg s inside surface coefficient between still air and fresh air 
h<^ a ontside surface eoeffieient between still air and fresh air =: he • hr 
hr » surface coefficient due to radiation 
he » surface coefficient due to free convection 
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Talil© 7h, Heat Transfer Coefficients 
Sarfa©# area ©f 4 - 3" pipes 20' « 62,8 sq. ft, 
Sarfaee area of 8" sqwar© <Stiet 20* s 53.33 sq, ft. 
t 
Ions 
,o.,fr««h au, 
ti^i 
2!£l 
Ixhaast 
Air 
ti^s 
x@ab 
Piff, Heat ^ lane® 
to,' ^ 
gCoeffieients of heat transfer 
s M-xperi" sTli@oreti-.tPer Csnt 
, ^i|t^l. s s liicrease 
s W, s s W, 1 s in 1, 
9 s34.5s41.7s48.8s42.8 
10 s2?,5s34.8t42.5s37 
s I s s 
n s21.5i29,8s39 532 
12 s37.5s41.6$47.5543,5 
13 i27.8s'36 s44.6s37.7 
s s s • " f 
14 s28.5s36.2t45.2i38.2 
15 s31.5s39 S46.7S40.5 
7,65sl0.4 
t • 
8.6 510.9 
•s 
10 sl3 
5.6 5 ?.8 
9.3 5:^.3 
9.65s12.4 
8.3 sll 
12805 725 
13305 675 
1530s 865 
726s 485 
i 
1500s 835 
• 1 •• 
1400s845 
13^5 750 
555tl.5 51.0 fl.2i 
555S'I,25I ,96!'I.21 
665s1.375 .965*1.21 
241s*1.38S' .58tl.25 
s • • 5' • 5 
66551.4351.® sl.25 
• • i • 5 • s " 
55551.4 5 .84S1.25 
? ^ f 5 
590S1.44S1.0 $1.25 
.6 
.6 
.65 
,6 
,65 
.65 
,64 
124 
103 
113 
110 
114 
111 
115 
® »an difference between fresh air and exhai»t air 
a log i^an difference between fresh air and still Bite 
% a total gala by fresh air, Bta/to 
^2 = l@ss from exhaast air, Itu/hr 
Qj a gain froa the house, Itn/hr 
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Talil# 7e. The»#tieal Heat fransfear Coefficient 
Bnn 
So. 
slxhanstsTelo-. 
s Air 8city 
sCn.ft./j Ft. 
s Hr.. t Sec. 
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Inch 
! sFresh 
s t Air 
s "-IsCtt.ft. 
s 5 /&. 
sTelo-w 
icity 
• Ft jBla®. 
t Sec. 8 ^®o 
8 
^hoi 
« 
• 
8 
% 
. • 
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he 
i t 8 
tojhOgj hig 
1 8 
^2 
9 s 6450 S 9.2 3 
! " t 
s2.4 1 9160 
1 8 
82.4 t 9160 
f 8 
810.258 3.8 
8 ' |2.44 1.21 .55 
S 8 
.25s.8 82.44 .6 
10 s 64 50 t 9.2 3 110.258 3.8 
* 
s2.44 1.21 .57 .25s.^ s2.44 .6 
11 t 6450 s 9.2 3 82.4 s 9160 f10.258 3.8 «2.44 1.21 .62 .26s.8882.44 .65 
12 ! ?65o S15.8 3 l2.54i 9160 ?10.25s 3.8 12.44 1.25 .53 .28t.8lf2.44 .6 
13 ! 7650 1IO.8 3 82.54s 9160 810.25s 3.8 S2.44 1.25 .6 .28s.87s2.44 .65 
14 ! 76iO 1IO.8 3 t2.54i 9160 Il0.25s 
8 8 
sl0.25s 
S '3 
3.8 82.44 1.25 .6 .27f.87i2.44 
s s 
.27i.85s2.44 
8 3 .8 
.65 
15 1 7650 
• fl 
slO.8 3 
s 
82.54s 9160 
« • 
•• • . . 
3.8 82.44 
• 
m 
1.25 
8 8 
.58 .64 
Cross sectloml area irf* 4 - 3" pi^s = .1^ Sf. ft. 
Cross seetleml area of aanttlar spsee ss .248 sq.ft. 
hij^  s tasiie sorfaee eoeffleient ^ @t*een exhaast air and fresh air 
hoj^  » outside surface coeffieient between exhaust air and fresh air 
hig s inside swrfaee ec^fficient between still air and fresh air 
hog s ontside si^faee coefficient hetween still air ana ftresh air s he • hr 
fee » sarfaee coefficient due to free eoirreetliai 
hr = s^face c^ffieient dme to radiation 
Fig, 17. North Barn, College Dairy Farsj 
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B», fh# ftEperimemt ia a Barn 
fb® ased wai th© *«Pth Barn In %h® Coll®g© Baljfy 
Farai, Thi« barn mm sn ©li eonwntionjil tw®»story 60*x37' 
strmetore attaehed to a loos® ©attle barn to fora an L shape• 
The seeond barn was located ani attached to the «e»t end of 
oar «acfer:|ii®ntal barn, fhe eirperifflental barn was not an Ideal 
barni its straetar® was old and lt« orientation did not ful­
fill the reooffliendatlons for B good barn* Livestock barns 
msually are set, in thli region, ^ Ith the long axis directing 
north and south wM-ta this one is set east and west. This de­
prives the barn of the valuable natural source of heat and 
energy of the sun since the sun strikes the south side for 
omy few hours during the day. 
It' Mf lymt 
i 
fhe total floor area of the barn is 59' x 36'. There is 
a rooa of 14' jc 19* on the southeast corner for a furnace, 
air cottprelsor and experimental equlpraent. On the south side 
•y 
there are eight stanchions and two pens, -while on the north 
side theri; are ten pens which for» altogether a place for 
twenty ;c^s. The .ceiling is ten feet high. 
fl^er^e are four windows,2'-5" ^  S'-l" each having slic 
lights 8*»'x 16« on the north side. The east side tms one 
window aiid one 4* x 7' door opening into the barn and a 2*-10" 
3t istindow and a 2'-8** x ?* door to the equipment room. 
Fig. 18, Horth Barn Equipped With a Heat Exchanger Near the Celli^* 
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fhe »©mth wall has on® hlg wlnd©w In the eqnipraent roon, 
fiT® small windows, one 3* x 7' doop and two 3*-6" x 7* doors. 
The west wall has one door leading to the loose eattle harn. 
A section of the wall and eelllng Is shown in Figure 20. 
The walls ar® Hade of 3/4" outsid® hoards on 2^ x 6" studding 
with 3/4** Mtehed Itrather on th® insld®. lo filling insulation 
is used in the space between the hoards ®f the wall, Th© con­
dition of the wall hoards is not good especially on the lower 
part of th® north wall, fhe existing cracks in this part of 
the wall were th® cause of a w®t spot during the cold days. 
The roof is made of 12" Joists lin«d with 3/4** matched 
Iraher on both sides. 
lay and wood shavings are kept in the hay aow for feed* 
Ing and bedding purposes. 
The dairy farm »®n wer® always complaining that this 
barn was badly In need of ventilation during winter. *®t 
walls and dripping celling were noticeable during the cold 
periods. 
Installing any ventilating syst©» would have improved the 
condition of this barn, lach cow would occupy 927 cubic feet 
of space if all the pens and stanchions were filled. This 
volume would be excessive since the normal recomsiended volume 
is 500 to 600 cu. ft, (6). 
A heat exchanger will further add to this Improvement, 
We could move enough air to get rid of moisture in the barn 
B ' - O "  - 1 3 "  - 6 '  -  7 ' - 9 "  
W I N D O W  2 ' - 5 "  X  3 ' - | '  
+  6  L I G H T S  
^ 3 ' - 8 "  F R O M  
S I L L  
X  1 6  
20 
H E I G H T  O F  R O O F  l O '  
Vh 
E Q U I P M E N T  
R O O M  
D O O R  D O O R  W I N D O W  
2 ' - l 0 " x 4 ' - 7  
D O O R  
W I N D O W S  W I T H  4  L T S .  
8 ' - 3 '  
— P L A N —  
C L O S E D  
D O O R  
as 
i 
Pig. 1^. Plan of Iforth Barn, Dairy Farm: 
and in tfci® same tlae m are heating the fresh air by the heat 
contained in the exhaast air, 
When the experiaent started ne had 15 eows of an average 
weight of 1155 poaads each and three ealves of an average 
weight of ponnds each. 
On the 5th of fehrnary 11 eows and 3 calves were left. 
On the 11th of Pehrwary a soall mw of 800 pounds was added, 
larch 2 the snail cow was reuoved'and a hig cow was added 
leaving 12 cows and 3 calves. On March 10 a cow was added, 
raising the ntraiber to 13 eows and three calves, 
2,, . •y}^e,.||ea$, 
The heat exchanger was formed of sixteen 3** pipes arranged 
as in Figwe 20 in fonr rows, fhese pipes were surrounded by 
a 16** square duct made of aluminum sheets. The length of the 
duet was 31 feet. 
fhe warm air flowed through the s®all pipes while the 
cold air moved in the annular space. 
Ixhaust warn air was taken from the barn by a perforated 
9" pipe while fresh air was blown into the barn by another 
slallar pipe on the other side of the barn. The pipes had 
3/4** holes the nuaber of which per foot was smaller near the 
Joints that led to the fans. The number was increased at 
points distant froa the joints. Two fans, #2-1/4 B,T,S, with 
3/4 hp. motor, were put in the haymow to work this system. 
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c 
31' 0" 
_ 2 ' 6 "  
q /' • 
DIRECTION FOR PARALLEL FLOW DIRECTION FORCOUNTER 
12" TEE Li_,V. 
rt-+—• 
EXHAUST AIR FAN 
FRESH AIR FAN 
— plan 
A-12" EXHAUST OUTLET WHEN IT IS COUNTER FLOW 
B-12" EXHAUST OUTLET WHEN IT IS PARALLEL FLOW 
C'lNTRODUCING FRESH AIR WITHOUT BEING HEATED 
BY MAKING PARALLEL FUOW S OPEN Aa CLOSE B 
0* 9" PERFORATED PIPE AS OUTLET OF FRESH AIR 
E- 9"PERF0RATE0 PIPE AS EXHAUST INLET 
p. 12"FRESH AIR INLET TO SYSTEM 
6-12" EXHAUST INLET TO SYSTEM WHEN PARALLEL 
FLOW. 
H- 12" EXHAUST INLET TO SYSTEM WHEN COUNTER 
FLOW 
J- e^OUTLET TO RECIRCULATE EXHAUST AIR 
AFTER COMING OUT FROM SYSTEM-
NOTE : 
DOTTED LINES ARE REPRESENTING 
INSTALLMENTS IN THE HAY MOW 
6 X2 STUDS-
Vmatcheo 
BOARD — 
^SPACE 
% BOARDS— 
CONCRETE FLOOR 
ij 
P' 
PIPE 
DUCT CROSS SECTION SCALE re 
SECTION IN BARN WALL 
Fig. 20. Plan of Heat Exchanger Installed 
In the Barn. 
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4rraag«ffi®iit was ®ad® so that me muM hav® ®ith«r eount«r 
tlm m pirall®! tlm fop th® ©xhamst alp with p®sp®ct to the 
fi-esh alp. Fresh air entered the gystem from If exhaust 
air entered froa 1, it was eoanterflow, while if it entered 
froii G, it was parallel flew* 
If the teaperatare outside is low, it is tdfisahle to 
push ttore exhaust air than fresh into the system and then re-
eireulate part of this exhaust after it eoues out of the ex-
thanger hy one of the openings 3 in the outlet hoxes A or "B, 
When weather gets warmer and oold air does not need to he 
warmed, the following steps are followed! 
1, Close the outlet of hox B and ©pen A, 
2, Ixhaust air enters from §* 
3, Open 0» 
In these steps exhaust air will not pass through the sys-
ten and fr®sh air therefore is not warmed. 
The pipe that ran fro® the exhaust fan in the haymow to 
the systea was Insulated so ttet air would not he chilled due 
to the ooaparatively low teaperature in the hay»ow. The sys­
tem was ready on th® 7th of 5^anuary 1949 and the exhaust air 
was flowing in a eounter direetion to the fresh air. 
On the 24th of January the outside duet was insulated. 
If the outside duet is insulated, the system will not take 
heat from the still air of the harn while it will have more 
heat gain from the exhaust air flowing in the pipes due to 
the faet that the «ean teaperature difference will he greater 
Outlet 
Inlet to Exchanger Inlet From Outside the Barn 
Fig. 21, Fresh Air Inlets and Outlets. 
In the insialatM cas® than In th® nninsnlated. 
On the 22ni of Fehraary the flow of th® exhanst air nas 
reversed to he parallel with th© fr®sh air. 
fo prevent any ooad.®nsation on th« horizontal ceiling, 
lnl®ts of th« exhanit air and omtl«ts of the fr®sh air were 
mad« to h# as near as poBslhle to the celling level so that we 
wonl4 always have a ©irrtnt of air that womM s*®ep and ®va-
pffipate any condensation or frost. 
This system of inlets and ontltts for sir is preferred 
ftar a flat roof as was shown by the result of the experiment 
of 1948 made In the ponltry homse. 
The inflmence of the sy»te« was easily seen in excessive­
ly cold weather when better and siallar strnetiires were com­
pared to the ones that had this equipment* One day ishen It 
was •18%' oatside, the old barn eqmipped with this exchanger 
and with a 10' high celling was as warm and in a better con­
dition than a well-bnilt barn with a low oeiling, more live 
weight per unit area, and ventilated by fans controlled thermo­
statically. 
Performance of the barn 
a. Areas of heat loss surfaces! 
1. lorth wall 10 x 60 . 4 x 2.5 x 3 '570 sq.ft. 
2. last wall 18.25 X 10 - 28 a 154.5 sq.ft. 
3. loom walls to barn <19*15) 10 « 340 sq.ft. 
4. Sonth wall s 45 x 10 - 5 x 2.5 x 3 
- 3 x 7 - 2 x 3 - 5 x 7  a  3 4 3  s q . f t .  
.69-
Fig. 22. Exhaust Air Inlet. 
23, Exhaust Air and Fresh Air Fans in 
the Haymow. 
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5. lest wall a 36 x 10 s 360 sq. ft  
6. Ceiling without hay 20 x 36 8 720 sq.ft 
7. Celling with hay 40 x 36 - 1440 sq.ft 
8. Doors 98 sq.ft 
9. Windows s» 67 sq.ft 
h. Heat loss eoefflcleatss 
1, Wooden mlli : .28 ltii/(te)(sq.ft.)(deg.F) 
2, Boor# s lttt/(hr){sq,ft,)(deg»F) 
3. Windows = 1.13 Btii/(hr)(sq.ft.Xdeg.F) 
4. Celling wittiomt hays .19 Bt^(hr)(sq,ft. )(deg.F) 
c. Infiltrations 
1. Wallst This toarn is an old on® and its walls are 
full of cracks. A fair estimate aay tee obtained hy following 
the A.S.H.V.I, gtiid® speeifleation, 
A hrick wall whieh shows poor workaanship and is oon-
strncted of porous hriek and liae aortar my tee chosen to pick 
onr figm*es from the tables. For a wind velocity of 5 miles 
per hoar, we have 2 cu.ft./(sq.ft.><hr.) for infiltration and 
8 cu.ft./(sq.ft.)(hr.) if the wind Telocity is 15 ailes per 
hoar. 
Ixposed area » 570 • 155 * 34-3 - 1068 sq.ft. 
Half of the area will be for infiltration while the other half 
will be for exfiltration. 
Loss of heat/deg.F for 5 «iles/hr. wind s 
y[ 2 X .08 X .24 s 20.5 Btn. 
Iioss of heat/deg.F for 15 «iles/hr, wind s 
X 8 3E .08 X .24 s 82 Btn. 
•n-
2, Windowss 4 doalil# bang, poorly fitted window 
will toe chosen to ealcalat® the rate of Infiltration, Ifelf 
of th© windows will he aged for Infiltration while the other 
half will fee for exflltratlen* For a wind velocity of 5 
ailes per hoar, 27 ea.ft. per foot of crack per hoar was chosen 
and for wind velocity of 15 »il#» per hoar, 111 ca,ft. per foot 
per hoar, 
JLength of crack s 13.5 x 5 = 67.5 ft. 
Irfsss of heat/deg,F diff. for 5 alles/hr. wind « 
67.5 x 27 x .08 x .24 s 35 Bta. 
Lms of hest/deg*f diff . for 15 «lles/hr, wind » 
67.5 X 111 X .08 X .24 5 144 Bta 
3, Boors. Boahle the anoant of the window is recom-
Mended for a poorly fitted door. length of cracks m 42 ft. 
Heat loss/deg.dlff, for 5 mlles/hr. wind s 
42 X 5^  X .08 X ,24 • 43.5 Bta 
Heat loss/deg.dlff. for 15 nlles/hr. wind » 
42 X 222 X .08 X .24= 178 Bta 
4, Total loss of heat dae to infiltration. 
For 5 Miles/hr. wind « 20.5 • 35 • 43.5 « 99 Bta, say 100 Bta 
For 15 miles/hr, wind s 82 • 144 • 178 s 404 Bat, say 400 Bta 
4. Analysis of data 
a. eoafficient of heat transfer. The following tables 
will show the analysis of the experliaental data and the perform­
ance of the heat exchanger, leat gained at different eonditions 
and coefficients of heat transfer can he obtained theoretically 
and fro® experlnent. 
mvmimm 1948-1949 loiti barw 
TatJle 8a. femperatore leading 
Goi^ltlon ©f lxperl«ents Dlr®etimi mt flows coaaterfliwi • is not in­
sulated^ n© reeircnlation of eittenst air. 
jsbabsabsssebaoaamksmsmasbhbabaesbsamsnaaasasbabamapb^ 
_ _ _ _ ^ » Heat Raretianger t Fceah t Eictolists Heat t Heatf Heat 
Sm: t s Omt-s s Fresh 't Ixfeanst i Air _ s Air^ $ @ain 8 l#ss« tain 
Ho.s Bat® I fi^ ssid® iHouses Air ^ 8 Air W t Cn.s # : Ctt.t # 8 hy t Froas f¥o« 
s s sfeap,If#«p,? In-1Oat-1 In-tOat-t ft.spers ft.ip®FiFr#slj s Ix- t the 
s s s ®f s % s l«ti lets lets lets/lor. sto.s/fer.shr.t Air sliamstsHomse 
s t t s 8 s s s s i . s t s 8. Air t 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8- s s 8 s 8 8 8 8 
1 sJ^an.Bt fsOOs 20.4s 48 s2?.2$39.8s45 i3?,4t3S6mW00mm0i344Qt 906O t 72508 I8IO 
2 iJan.lSt 9iOO* if.5t 44.5s24.fs37 Ul.6s35.4s366QDs^OOt3^5Qi^a 886O 1 4850s* 4010 
s  - f ' s  • s ' s ' ' t  s  8  s ' ^ s s  8 ^ 8 .  s ' s  
3 sJ"an.20fl0s00s i.Os 38 il2.8829.6$33 «27 a8^0aa.5^8^0f228a 6520 s 4070i 245© 
8  - s - ' s ' ^ s ' - s  8  8  8  8  8 8  ' 8  8  8  8  
4 sJan.22s 9t20s -5 s 37.5s 6.2s28 s32.4s24.6a8900aiS50s285S0^ 808 8650 t 57008 2950 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 f 
The pipg timt carried the exhaast air in the feayaow was not insnlatei, fhis is the 
reason ^ hy the teni^ rat^ e of the inlet of exhaust air in the exchanger is not 
identical t© the teaperatnre of the honse. 
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^ faMe 10b. Heat transfer Coefficients 
Bmfme arm of l6 - 3** pipes 31' long - 390 sq. ft. 
Rgt»rittental sCoeffleiftilts of heat trai^fer 
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Mental 
sfheoretl-
s eal 
Per Cent 
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« leg mmn difference luetween IVesh air and exhaust air 
a total gain W fl'esh air, Btti/hr 
02 ® loss froa exhaust, Bto/nr 
« gain from the hoQse, Bt*i/hr 
80-
b. WBtatmm reiBQ'red^ (As calculated from the experiment) 
The ealcnlation of moistare rea<rr©d,. i.e. aeiatar# respired 
and Boistare evaporated fro® feees and arine, can be calculated 
if we assiiHie the amonnt of infiltration of air besides know­
ing' the conditions of the omtside fresh air, inside esrhanst 
air and their qimatities. 
The figures obtained by this method will not be the exact 
correct results because infiltration of air is affected by 
aany.factors which cannot be controlled, sach as wind, open­
ing and closing the doors darla® the day, and the condition 
of the wills, windows and doors which was assamed. Bat since 
a statistical analysis is goli® to be made to the points ob­
tained, then the calcalated carve will be adeqaately correct» 
These fifares do not contain mm fflclstare dae to floor 
washing, since the practice in this barn was cleaning the 
floor by liffie. 
Infiltration throagh the -w-
wallS' for an average 10 m AS2 x 4 « 2136 ca.ft, 
alles/hr wind ^ 
Infiltration throagh the 
doors for 19 miles/hr s 42 x 138 s 5800 ca.ft. 
wind 
Infiltration tli^oagh win­
dows for 10 Biles/hr' « 67,5 x 69 = 4650 ca.ft. 
wind 
Total infiltration s 12586 ca.ft./hr, 
(say 12,500 ca.ft./hr) 
-81 
H«at proimetloR of the eowt ©nd etlves ean he calculated 
by tlther ««th®is fflientl®n«d la Part II B 1. Th® average 
weight @f eows ms 1155 |»©ttads and the ration given ms 12 
p®«nds ®f grain and 18 p©iinds of hay per day, i?hlle the aver­
age weight of calves was 580 pomsds and fed only grains at 
th® rate of 16 poimds per.day. fhe dry matter contained in 
the e©w ration ms 2? pomds and in the calf ration, 14.4 
pounds* Araiby nethod will glvet 
Heat of katabolita • 1090 Bt«/hr 
(from Figure 1), 
Heat, frora, dry matter of hay »-1,6.2 3C 53,0.3 
,# 8600 oal/day. 
Heat from dry natter of grain « 10.S tr 564,1 
, „« 6100 eal/day 
Total heat prodaeed fro* nation » 14700 eal/day 
m 2440 Btn/hr 
fotal heat"prodmeed per cow » 2400 4 lOfO 
» 3530 Bttt 
Heat prodttotion by Irisa Ifmtioni 
Dry matter per 100 lb# of live wt.^s «'2,34 lbs. 
leat prodneed » 284 x 11.55 
e 3280 Bttt/hr 
(froa Figure 2) 
Average heat production of the cow s 3405 
Heat production of the calf can be calculated by the same 
method, fhls will give an average of 186? Bta/hoor. 
mwmimm 1948-1949 nmm Brnw 
Tafele 11a* Molsttipe lemowd When Barn TsBpei-atore is 40^  
t t ItMber 8 lstl»at@d 8 Otttside t Inside 8 Air ©f Koistore 
I5at«sfia© t Mq, of 1250s Air 8 Air 8 featllatlon Renoved 
: t Anifflals Pomds and 8^ jjR.H. ^ ^ *r « W • H« « « 8 ^ f Ft. s®^®*t€!lty 
T©talsPer 
s s 3500 Bttt/liafs-.eii| lbs. Cm 
3 S 
l/l6slo©n sl5 cows 16.2 1 16 
s 
8 40 .00078 60 
8- ' 8 • 8 t 
t. 0031s 50850842408 . 0024 10.18 .63 
t s- 4 3 ealT 8 8 8 8 8 8 
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P 
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.80 2/17s4 AMI • saall n 8 10 8 70 .00098 72 8.0038141080835408.0029 10.3 
2/1982 AMs e&s n 5 15 8 65 .00118 60 8.0031856500847208 .om 9.45 .74 
2/251IO AMs n « 8 22 8 45 .001 8 55 8.0ffi9s 56500846508.0019 8.85 .69 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 M 1 
Average f«r 12500 Qm at 40® s .75 
Point on emrve obtained by statistical analysis « »f% 
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falil® lia* Molstmre B®»o^ed lhe» Barn Temperate e is $5^  
lir of 
Teatilatien Bate?Tia« 
8 IfMil^ er 
t ®f 
8 Anlaals 
Estinated t 
I©, of 1250s. 
Fotif^ s ai^  
SSSS-JlafeLilffEilEi 
O a t s i d ® J  
Air 8 
w ?1 
Inside 
Air 
.H.! w 
t 
t Cm. 
8 Ft* :ms. 
sMoisttire 
slenoved 
sCapt-sTotaii Per 
leity 8 lM>sCow 
1/14 
8 S 
2 1*815 cows 8 16.2 
f 
t 40 50 .0026s 77 
8 8 8 1 
.0071156500844508.0045s20 
s • 3 eal-rs 8 
8 36 
8 
• • ' f 1 8 • f 
1/15 3 AMsl5 cews t 
1 f 3 ©alirs 
16.2 84 .00371 91 .00848 56500s4500t .0047s21,2 
8 8 8 8 
2/12 5 AMtll e^s s 
t • 3 ealips 
8 • s»all 8 
8 0O« 8 
12.8 1 30 
8 
8 
8 
80 .0028s 83 .0077? 4IO8O13380s.0049116.6 
8 S 8 8 
t 8 ' 8 8 
8 8 8 8 
2/18 loom til cms t 
1 * 3 calT8 
i • sasll 8 
12.8 8 40 
8 
8 
52 .0027t 69 .0064? 56500844501.0037sl6.5 
18 8 1 
8 8 18 
8 ©OW 8 
66 
8 8 8 8 
3/4 3 mil Qms 8 
8*3 ealTs 
12.3 8 50 50 .00388 .00618 56500844008 .0023810.1 
• t t 8 " 8 
3/8 6 AM1I2 cms t 
8^3 ealvs 
13.2 s 32 
8 
83 .0031! 70 .0065s 565c^ t45508.0034815.5 
• • 8 • 8 t 8 
3/13 4 Wfil3 cows 8 14.2 5 37 50 .0(^ 3s 54 .0050s 56500845001.0027112.3 
I *> 3 ealT8 
3 Als « 8 
8 
65 
8 8 8 8 
3/25 14.2 s 35 65 .0028s .006 s5O850840808.0032S13.1 
«1 
1.2 
.3 
1.3 
1.29 
.83 
1.2 
.87 
.93 
Average fer 1250# cow at 55®F =1.32 
PoiHt cm cttrre ofetaiaed hy statistieal analysis s I.IC^  
fhese "Variations are due to the fast that doors are open frequently when tempera-
tore oatslde is warm. 
0.8 
QL 
n 
cO.6 
(I) TOTAL MOISTURE REMOVED = 
2.133 - 0.0765t + 0.00105 
(THIS CURVE IS TRUE BETWEEN 
40®F AND 55'F) 
0.4 
02 (2) MOISTURE RESPIRED 
60 55 50 45 40 35 
STABLE TEMPERATURE,®F 
FI6.24--MOISTURE REMOVED FROM STABLE 
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w fiE'fiSTiMfios Of Aiimi, smspras 
A» 'Gholee @f th® Type 
The Intr&dmtim of the heat #xehaag«r in the ventilation 
®f aniaal shelters mf he asaamei as a nm and ppomising 
«@th©d where we ean gain heat ftfoa a natural sonree. This 
natural soaree is the exhanit air going mt in the ventilating 
system. It is apparent that a mjor portion of the heat pro-
dnoed i» carried o«t hy the ventilation flmes* If one conld 
attain perfection in a heat exchanger, he conld recover that 
portion, Complete recovery, however, is not necessary to sat­
isfy the prohlem at hand. 
fhere are perhaps fonr alternatives available which will 
facilitate molstiire removal by the ventilating systea. They 
arei 
1, l>irect heating by the nse of a furnace and its com­
plementary eqnipaent snch as radiators, air dncts, etc., or 
electric heating colls in the ventilator^intakes. 
2. Chemical absorbents which remove moisture from the 
air and hence decrease the amoant of ventilation air necessary, 
3. A heat ptimp which my be employed to cool the air in 
snamer as well as warm It In winter, 
4, a'heat exchanger by means of which heat in the exhaust 
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air is transferred to the ineoitini air. 
In the first third systens ue as© power to fnrnlsh 
the energy needed to nam the besides driving the fans 
that pmsh this air into ©r outside the hallding. If we add 
the price of the soi»e® ©f energy to the price of eqnipiaent, 
the heat exchanger will he the cheapest for a «tnit amount of 
heat. 
The design of the heat exchanger depends on many factors. 
If the equipment is going to he installed in the haymon?, It 
is then preferable that the exhaast air flow In the annnlar 
space and the fresh air in the saall pipes, and that the dnet 
he well Insnlited, We will only have one snrface for heat 
gain'and condensation and the condensate in this system will 
he inside the dnct. fhis condensate will he drained hy a 
saall drain pipe. 
If the'exchaifer is going to he installed in th© harn he-
low, the eelliatf then it is preferahle to let the fresh air 
flow in the annnlar space nhile the.exhanst will floi? in the 
small pipes. A trough will he.provided to collect the con­
densate aceoBttlated on the outside swface of the duct. The 
cold air will have two surfaces froa. which it can gain heat, 
namely, the onter side of the dnct and the outer surface of 
the small pipes. Int it has also heen noticed, that any heat 
gained from the otitside smrface of 'the dnct is a loss from the 
house which anst he retiarned. At th© same time, this gained 
heat will raise the teaperatnr.e of the cold air so that th® 
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diffep®nce %«twe«n the terapefatnip^s of this air and that of 
th« «3chaMt air will h« lessened with consftqwnt lowered heat 
gain* It has also feesn noticed that insulating the otitsid# 
dnot r®snlts in ®ore h«at gain fr®» the exhaast air, 
A second dmet #n©lreling the aain dnct, replacing the 
dttct tjsed in th« hay®©w to accomplish t coanterflow, pip© E 
ns«d as «xham«t inl«t and the tromgh to collect the conden­
sate <Pigiir« 20), proTld«8 two sorfaces for heat exchange and 
ti»o for condensation. 
Tht omtsid® dmct mf either b® perforated or slotted to 
adfflit entrance of the exhatist air. fhe Incoming fresh air will 
have the sane two stirfaces for gaining heat, bat all the gain 
will he from the exhaust air. It the sane tiae, the exhaust 
air, being always in notion when it towehes the cold snrfaees, 
will Increase the amotint of condentation, 
?he fan notor used for the incoasing air should be located 
at the dlseharge end so that the heat gained from it will not' 
tend to reduce the temperattire difference between exhaust and 
incoming air in the exehaia^er. 
If the fresh eold air passes first over the fan motor, 
the heat absorbed will reduce the difference of temperatures 
and eonseciuently reduce the gain. 
These two liodiflcations are suggested as ifflprovements for 
futiffe studies. 
Since several factors affect the shape, the length and 
n«»ber of pipes, the engineer will assmae certain factors to 
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tse eoastant and others t© he variable, A unit that will serw 
a eertain nuMh«r of aniaals and the length of the ©^changer 
will he considered as the first two eonstant faetors* If this 
ean he d«¥is®d to aeooModat# an averag® slz® shelter aor® 
units ean he added to take eare of larg«r ones, 
A unit 30 feet long serving 18 eows in a harn 3^ feet 
wid« will h# eoMid«r®d her® as a standard unit for a dairy 
harn. A sliiilar unit 35 feet long will serve a poultry house 
sheltering 400 hirds» After deciding on the nuaher of animals 
to be served by the unit and the length of the unit, we have 
to design the elements of the exchanger, 
A study for the exctonger which is composed of saall pipes 
inside an insulated duet will be »ade. The exhaust air flows 
through the pipes in a counter-flow direction to the cold 
fresh air flowing in the annular space. 
As the diameter of pipes is decreased, there will be more 
surface area than for those of larger dlaweters for the same 
velocity of flow. On the other hand, the larger the surface 
and the greater the number of inlets and outlets, the more 
power is needed to wove the air through the pipes. For the 
same nuaber of pipes but different in diameters, the smaller 
the diameter, the higher is the velocity, fhe higher the ve­
locity the higher is the gain and the power consumed to move 
the air. In analysis will be made to show the method for 
choosing the diameter of pipes. The engineer can make a simi­
lar analysis according to the conditions of the problem that 
91' 
he Is goii® to meet. The following assamptions are going to 
he iiadfti 
1. The tempermtm*# and th® htmidity to he kept in the 
harn are 5©®? and 75 P®r cent relative humidity. 
2. An average eow of 1250 poonds producing 30 poimds 
milk on the usaal ration -will prodtiee 3500 Bto/hoor. 
3. The amonnt of molstttre to h@ reaoved is .93 pounds 
per hotir per cow for a barn at 50®F and 75 per cent relative 
hufflidity, 
4* fhe average voltane of air required is that needed 
when the outside temperature is 20^, which is the average 
temperature for winter. 
5. The equipaent will work for 3 months,each year for 
ten years which will amount to 20,000 hours total. 
6. The outside air relative humidity is 80 per cent, 
7. .length of the unit Is 30 feet. 
B. Air Bequired for Ventilation 
The amount of air required for ventilation under certain 
conditions can be computed by the following formulai 
f « 
- *f ' 
Where ? s volume of fresh air to be pushed into the 
barn. 
W z weight of moisture to be removed in pounds 
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*es s weight of moisture ia pounds of water 
* vapor per potmd of dry air in each pound 
of ©xhattst and fr«sh air respectively. 
Vf s specific voltm® of one porand of outside 
fresh air. 
figtxre 25 shows some curves for air required to remove 
one-tenth of a pound of aoisture under certain conditions of 
the house and outside temperatures. 
0, leonoMic Analysis of the Heat Ixchanger 
Study of heat exchangers of different pipe sizes csn he 
made. Heat transfer coefficients can he calculated for each 
case and heat gain can therefore be obtained. 
At the saae time, the cost of the heat gained can be es-
tlmted by adding the price of the equipment to the cost of 
power consumed. 
Finally., the cost for a unit of 10,000 Btu can be esti­
mated for each exchanger. 
Air required to remove .93 pounds per hour per cow at 
20®F outside temperature is 2840- cu.ft. per hour. Total air 
required f&r ventilation for 18 cows is 51,000 cu.ft. per hour. 
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1000 
I. HOUSE AT 30° AND R.H. 80% 
2A. HOUSE AT 35° AND R.H. 75% 
_ 2B. HOUSE AT 35° AND R. H. 80% 
3A. HOUSE AT 40° AND R. H. 75% 
3B. HOUSE AT 40° AND R. K 80% 
4. HOUSE AT 45° AND R. H. 75% 
5. HOUSE AT 50° AND R. H. 75%) 
~ 6. HOUSE AT 55°' AND R. H. 75°/</ 
900 
800 
^ 700 
600 
(2Ay 
u. 
o (26) 500 
UJ 
2 
,3 
_l 
(3A), 
o 
> 
400 (5) 
300 
200 
100 
-20  -10 0 10 20 30 40 
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE, °F 
FIG25-VOLUME OF AIR TO REMOVE 0.1 LB. OF MOISTURE 
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Tabl« 12 
leonomle Stmdy f©r Heat Ixehsnger Assmmiag 
Appp03ti»at®ly Gonstaat ?©l©eity ani 
Insttlatei Otttald® Btttt 
Blanie'ler 1 i 2« 
t 
1 2|-« 2 t 3" t 1 3i" 
$ 
s 
4»» 
lo, of pipes 
1 
1 32 
t 
t 20 
S  
t  14 
t 
t 10 
« 
1 8 
C.S, ap#a of pipes. t 
.698 
t s 1 t 
sq.ft. 1 s .682 t .687 t .668 1 .698 
Tol, of air cii.ft. 1  } f t t  
pep hoop 1  51,000 t  51,000J  51,0001 51,000t 51,000 
Telocity in pipes, t  • 
20.8 
t 
20,6 
f  s 
feet pep seeoai t  20.3 1  1  t  21.2 1 20.3 
Cttct in s 20.5 X  t 15.5 X I  25.5 X J  20.5 xs 20 X  
inches 1 10.5 1 12.5 t 8 s 9.5 s 10 
C,S. apea of duct, s ' t s i 1 
sq.ft. s  1.49 t 1.345 s 1.41 t 1.352 s 1.389 
Annular space» t  
• '.8 
t 
.76 
i t  
.684 
t  
.69 sq.ft. s 1  t .723 $ • • 
Yeleeity in annmlap t  t s 
19.6 
s  t  
spice, feet/second 
Equivalent diaiaetep 
1  17.7 t  18.6 t  s  20.7 s  20.5 
t s 
2.8 
t « 1  
inches s 2.3 t s  3.2 1 3.64 s 3.95 
h4 Btu/<hp)(sq.ft.) t 
4.87 
f t t : 
^ (deg.P) t t 4.82 t 4.63 t 4.62 t 4.26 
ho Btu/(l3p)Csq.ft.) s  
4.36 
s t s t 
(dei.F) 
W Bt^ChpXsq.ft.) 
t 
t 
t 
t 
4.39 t 
t 
4.46 s  
t 
4.52 t 
s 
4,42 
(deg.F) t 2.3 t 2.3 t 2.25 1 2.28 1 2.17 
Surface apea, t s t s 1 
sq.ft. 1  502 t  392 t  329 t  274 t  251 
Total heat t  t t t s  
gainedj Itu 
Heat gained pep 
t 17,400 t  15.150s 13,2001 12.0001 11,000 
t s  t  1  1  
cow s  966 1  842 s  735 s 666 s 610 
Cost of sraall pipes t t t t s 
cents pep foot t 9 t 10 s 11 t 12 s 14 
Cost of sttall pipes, t t t t t 
dolleps (apppox) s 90 1 60 t 50 t 40 s  35 
Cost of fans • duet t  s 1  s 1  
and installation t 8  f s  I 
dollars <appp©x) t 950 t  900 i 870 t  865 1  860 
Investment aftep 10 i t s  t  s  
yeaps interest : 
1690 
t  t  i f 
dollars (apppoit) s t 1560 s 1500 t 1470 t 1450 
Coatlaiied ©a a«xt pag® 
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Tahl® 12 (Contlnuid) 
Blaaeter f 
f 
2« t 
t 2i« 
! 
1 3« 
t 
1 3i« 
t 
f 
4»* 
« t S s t 
Cost per honr, t 
8.45 
t t t t 
cents t 1 7.8 } 7.5 s 7.35 t 7.25 
Po^er for eirhamst t i 
.76 
t s t 
air, hp. 1 .85 t ! .57 f .534 1 ,426 
Power for fresh s $ S 1 1 
air .52 1 .45 t .394 t ,442 t .386 
Total power, 1 • • } - 1 
.976 
t 
hp.h. 1.37 1 1.21 t ,964 s s ,802 
Total power. f s t t s 
K.l.H. t 1.02 t .902 t ,72 3 .73 s .6 
Cost of power. t 
1.804 
1 ! 
1,46 
t 
2^ per K.W.H. t 2.04 1 t 1,44 f t 1,2 
Total cost per 1 t 1 1 s 
hour, cents t 10,49 $ 9.604 1 8,94 t 8,81 s 8,45 
Cost per 10,000 t 
6,02 
t 
6,35 
1 
6,76 
t 
Btti, cents 1 s 1 1 7.33 « 7,68 
---L 1 .1. f 1 
If we furnish eXmtric h®atlag ©oils to tom the air, th® 
eost of 10,000 Btm will he 5,86 eents for eltctriclty alone. If 
i?« &M the cost of installing the colls and fans and dnets 
needed to pash the air, the cost «111 exeetd that of the heat 
«itehang©r, fh« sam® result will also he obtained if w heat 
air hy coal or @11 fapnac© and furnish enoagh fans and dnets 
for wntnation. 
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Tabl® 13 
leonoBle Stmiy for I®at Ixehanger kssmitm 
Approxiaiately Constant Swfaee and In-
stilatei Oats Me Dnet 
Dlaffleter t 
s 
2W f 
t 2r 
t 
t r 
1 
t 3i" 
s 
s 
4" 
Siirfae® area 
s 
t 329 
t 
t 313 
t 
1 329 
s 
f 329 
s 
313 
InBiljer ©f 1 1 
16 
• 
• 
pipes t 21 t s 14 12 10 
O.S, area of 1 s $ t 
auet t .458 1 .545 1 .687 t .802 .872 
tQlme of air, oQ.ft «s ! t s 
per hoar s 51,000 s 51,0001 51,0001 51,0001 51,000 
Velocity In pipes, s s 
26 
t 
20.6 
t 
feet per seeond t 31 t 1 t 17.7 16.3 
©net in s 1 t t 
inches s 18x8 i24»5if6.5i 25.5x8t 26x9 i25.5xlO 
C.S, area of dnct, t i 1 f 
1,622 sq.ft. t 1.00 1 1.11 t 1.41 t 1.772 
Anniilar S|«ce, t s s i 
sq.ft. t .542 s .565 } .723 1 .82 s .90 
Teloeity in siaee s 
26 
t 
25 
1 
19.6 
t s 
15.8 feet per seooni s s 1 s 17.3 t 
Equivalent diameter s 
2.36 
s 
2.50 
1 s s 
inohes t i s 3.2 t 3.58 s 4.13 
hi Bta/(hr)(sq.ft.) t 1 1 t t 
(deg.F) ? 6.85 1 5.68 s 4.63 s 3.94 t 3.57 
h- Btn/(hr)(sq.ft,) t t 
5.65 
s 
4.46 
> t 
(deg.F) s 5.93 s t i 3.92 t 3.58 
V Bt«/(hr)<sq.ft.5 t • f 1 t s 
(aeg.F) 1 3.17 s 2.83 f 2.25 s 1.97 1 1.79 
Total heat t 
16,450 
1 t s s 
gained t 1 15,0001 13,200s 12,2701 11,200 
Heat gain per t t 
833 
t s f 
cow t 913 s t 735 s 680 t 620 
Cost of small t s 1 t { 
pipes 1 57 s 48 1 46 1 43 t 42 
Cost of fans duet t { s } s 
and installation slotors s 970 1 870 t 850 s 850 
Investment after 10 8needed! J t s s 
years, Interest tare ex- t 1660 t 1500 t 1450 1 1450 
Cost per 1pensive 1 
8.3 
t 
7.5 
t s 
hour s t t t 7.25 t 7.25 
Po«er for exhaust t s 1 1 s 
air 1 1.9 1 1.05 t .57 t .375 1 .282 
Contlnm#*! on next page 
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Tafel# 13 (C®atiaii«d) 
©iaaeter f 
? 
2" f 
f 
2i«. 1 t 3" 
t 
t 3¥* 
$ 
i 
4W 
1 1 1 t t 
Power for fresh t t t t t 
air t 1.14 t .91 t .394 1 .3 t .213 
Total power, 1 1 
1.96 
t 
,964 
f 
.675 
f 
hp.hr. t 3.04 t t t s .495 
PcKwer iM t t 
1.46 
t t } 
I.W.H. { 2.27 t t .72 t .504 s .27 
Cost of power, 2# t 
4.54 
f t 1 s 
.54 per K.W.l. t t 2.92 t 1.44 t 1.00 s 
Total eo«t per t Expen­ t s s s 
hoar, oents s sive I11.J2 t 8.94 t 8,26 i 7.79 
Cost of 10,000 i s s i 
Itm, eents s Ixpes- t 7.4 s 6.76 t 6.73 t 6.96 
{ sife s t t t 
Proii the analysis shonn in fables 12 an<3 13, the cheapest 
theoretical systea is timt ®ae which has 32 two-ineh pipes. 
Fop praetieal reasoais an^ upkeep, 14 three-inch pipe type 
may be preferable. 
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B, Analysis ©f a Dairy Barn Iqtiippsd 
With a I«at lKchtang@r 
It is possible n&s f0p th« engia®®!*, fro® the pre'rions 
studies, to estimate th® heat production of the cow, th« mois-
tur® produced and ©faporated, and the air r«qulr«d to absorb 
and remoT® this laoisture. If all thes® data fiiced, then 
th® tewperature of th® barn will d«p®nd upon th® performance 
of th® structure itself. If the *alis are *ell insulated, 
ther® is a chance of k®®plng the btra at a higher temparatur® 
than if th® «alls are not insulated# 
The tarm AC ulll b# us®d in our study and it will mean 
the heat loss froa th® mils, windows, doors and ceiling per 
cow par hour per degr®® differene® batween th® inside aad out-
Sid® t«fflp«ratures4 If we fix th® t«iip#ratur® and re,latiw 
humidity ©f the stable at and 75 per cent and use th® 
data obtained froa graphs ©f Figttras 24 and 25, Table 14 and 
Flgw® 26 can be obtained., 
Th® figures in the last coluan of Table 14 ar# those which 
will be coBpared with heat losses through the structure and can 
be used to determine the degree of Insulation needed, 
Curres In Figure 26 show clearly the olnirauia outside tem-
pei^ ature beyond which the barn t#«perature will fall below 50®P, 
A similar group of curves, figure 2? ©an be made for a stable 
at 40% and 75 per cent relative huMidity, 
3500 
3000 
2500 
2000 
1500 
-1500 
•2000 
H 
^TOTAL HEAT PRODUCTION 
EAT OF VAPORIZA ION = 970 
-5 B=HEAT REQUIRED TO WARM 
CIRCULATING AIR NECESSARY 
TO REMOVE MOISTURE 
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lh@n a heat tscchang#!* Is iatrodaetd, 8noth@r soarc® of 
h«at is aided h@sid«i that of th# anlaals. Th# ©nglneer, 
therefore I has to know the perfomtnoe of his equipment hefor© 
he ean make his study for heat halaaoe* Th® solution for the 
performanee of any heat exe'hanger oan he arrived at hy the 
Methods nentioaed in Fart II D 4» Plgtire 28 shows the per* 
fornanee of a heat exehanger of the double duct type 30 feet 
loB® and having 14 three-Inch pipes. From these charts a gen-
.eral equation ein he wade to represent the iMsat gained as a 
function of inside and outside temperatures and voluae of air 
flowing in the apparatus, Th® form ehosen for the equation 
ist 
1 s - tg) • (t^ - t^) 
where' H S heat gained in Btu/hr, 
ti»\ s inside and outside temperatures 
? s volume of sir in ou,ft,/hour 
%»% * constant obtained fro« the solution of 
the, heat exchanger 
for this heat exchanger used in the analysis the equation ob­
tained to satisfy the ctairts In flguT'e 28 isi 
1 s 37,143 <ti - tg) ^  .0087143 f iti - to) 
An analysis of a harn whose AC » 20 Btu per hour Der cow 
will now 'he made showing the effect of installing a heat ex­
changer. Infiltration will he assuaed as 5500 cu.ft. per hour 
for a moderately built barn for an average wln^ velocity of 10 
».p,h. 
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A glanee at AC « 20, Figar® 26, will show clearly that 
the laside t©ap«ratOT® of a bftra eannot he isainttined at 50®F 
with the ©rdimry methods ©f ventilation if th# oatiSide t©ii-
p#rat«re is %®l@w 14^, hut hy adding a heat e»ha»^®r th© 
saae harn ean h# kept st ^0^ mvmn if th« omtsid« temperator© 
falls to -6%. 
Tahl® U 
Heat ©ained By Heat lacehangtr. 
Barn f®Bp®rat®p® 5^®?! Cireolating Air 
lf®o®ssary to l«a@v® Moists®, li 
cm» 
Ottt-
sid®: 
Temp, 
I Air Required } 
Par Cent Air for Ventilation 
* Ctt.Ft.' llSfll-t strationi"^ ^^ P 
Heat @ained 
Fer Hottr 
Total Per 
.Qm, 
30 I 312 I 3840 I 
20 t 230 8 2780 I 
10 I 198 I 2340 f 
0 I 181 t 2100 I 
-10 I 172 I 1950 I 
-20 I 16? t 1855 I 
t I L 
69000 I 5500 1 53500 
50000 ! 5500 I 44500 
42200 I 5500 f 36700 
37800 I 5500 t 32300 
35000 I 5500 s 29500 
33800 I 5500 I 28300 
10000 s 
12750 I 
14280 I 
15950 I 
17650 8 
19900 I 
J 
500 
710 
lU 
980 
1100 
It is andeairahle to expert the operator t© change the 
air flow along with etongea in omtslde temperatures and It is 
almost certain that he will open some of the doors or windows 
when the outside tenperatnre is above freezing. A fowstep 
regulator valve will reduce the lahor needed for managing the 
exchangers 
Step 1. Air flow will he 70,000 cu»ft. per hour for I8 
cows if outside teaperature is above 20®F. 
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St«p 2, Air flew will be 50,000 eu.ft, per hour for 18 
mm if the oatslie tefflperatm'e Is between 20®F and 0®F. This 
step will be the prevailing ®ne in winter and will always keep 
the barn teaeeratttre over 45®F. 
Step 3* Air flow will be 40,000 ett.ft. per hour if the 
ontside temperatnre is between 0% and •20®y. 
itep 4, Below -20®F the system eireiilates 30,000 cn.ft. 
per hotir for 18 eow®. 
These steps will assijre having a barn teaoeratnre between 
35® ®»d 60^, which is acceptable to dairy men. Table 17 
shows the balance between heat prodmeed and heat lost, and 
shows the outside temperature and the- expected inside tempera­
ture.. 
Table 17 
Stable Heat Balance, lecoffl-
»ended lanagement, AC s 20 
Ont- I In-1 Air i Heat Losses t Heat Soarces 
side isidet Ca. jlvapor-iTenti-tStrac-i To-u „'t Ix-' i To-
Teap.8TeiHPt Ft. lizationilationt tare i tail tchaneers tal 
t { s t t f t t { ' 
30 I 61 1755001 1400 I 2500 I 620 14520135001 1100 i4600 
20 I 5f 155500s 1350 I 2400 t 780 j 4530i3500i 1030 14530 
10 # 55 1555001 §60 I 2810 i fOO 14670s35001 II80 14680 
0 s 45 1555001 835 t 2880 I 900 t46l5t3500i 1180 14680 
-10 J 42 J45500S 825 I 2780 I 1040 t4645i3500i 1130 f4630 
-20 t 32 1455001 730 I 2840 t 1040 i46l0t3500t 1130 i4630 
s  t  I  t  I  t i l  t  
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1, Analysis ©£ a Peoltpy Horns# Bqwippei 
nth a Heat licehang®r. 
As previomsly swntioned, th® h®at prodaetlon for a four 
ponnd hen is 40 Bta p&r horn*, fhis is eonsiderifd Imer than 
that sttgf®st«<! hy Sarai#t and larr® (23), b«t has heon verified 
in eorrtspondeno# with larrot, who states further that th« eoffl-
hastion of fat gives over twie® as mmh heat as th® coahustion 
of earhohydrates or protein for the sane nnlt weight. For a 
hen the latent heat deereases as th# environBiental temperature 
falls, hut at a temperature of 40®F or helow, ahout ten per 
eent of the total heat appears as latent heat in respired aiois-
ture* This will amount to ahout 0.1 poimds of aoisture per 
day, Seseareh hy Oliver (22) shows that 100 hlrds laying 
heavily oonstiaie roughly $0 pounds of water per day in winter, 
Approxlmtely 5 pounds of water will he removed from the house 
in the eggs, while mueh of the halanee of 45 pounds must he 
taken out fro® the house. This gives an average of 0.45 pounds 
per day per hlrd. White (25) shows that a hen voids 171,7 
grams of aanur® (76 per sent moisture) which consists of 41.2 
grams of dry Mtter ai»a 130,5 grams of water or 0,3 pounds of 
water per day. The total moisture produced ineludir^ that of 
respiration will, therefore, h<& 0,4 pounds per day, which is 
in close agreenent with Oliver's figure. The 64,6 per cent or 
110,9 grams of this manure which is deposited on the litter 
contains 26,6 graas of dry aatter and 84,3 grams of moisture. 
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If th® iioistiir# cjoatent ©f th® 11 tt#? is liwited to 40 per cent, 
it 1« n®e«ssary, therefor®, to remoir® 66,55 grams or 0,15 
pomds per iay per hird, 
fh® lioistiire content of th® 35.4 per eent of the msntare 
deposited on dropplsf hoards and pits after ten weeks of ex­
posure is foni^ to drop from 76 per cent to an average of 67# 5 
per cent. The relatively saall ehsnge my he dme to rednced 
evaporation or to the foraation of raolstare as a result of or­
ganic Matter decay. The decay of^the manure In the litter is 
a slew process and, therefore, the prodnctlon of moisture by 
this method can he considered i^gligihle. The total moisture 
to he removed hy ventilation is 0,25 poands per day per hird 
(0,1 porad fro* respiration and 0,15 pounds from excreta). 
The inside temperatwe of the house is recoaroended to he 
higher than the freeslng point# This i»ill prevent the freez­
ing of drinking water and ulll increase the lahor efficiency. 
At th® same tiae te»perat«re higher than 70®F will affect the 
egg production, A desirable ^ orkln^ range of Indoor tempera­
ture is assumed to he between 35®? and 60°F. 
It is well known that poidltry can adjust satisfactorily 
to a considerable ¥$.mge of relative humidity. As high as 8o 
per c®nt relative hualdity can be kept Inside the house if 
there Is no condeMsation on the walls. 
The following is an analysis to show the ralnisum outside 
te»peratur® a laying house can stand to »alntain the Inside 
temperature abov^ 35^ and have full ventilation. 
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fatJl® 18 
Heat Balance POP a laying Hons®, 
Ions® fsnperatup® 35® and 8^ l.H. 
Moistnre lemmrei • #0104# Per Botir' Per Blri 
Outsia# H.I, a 8^ 
(Air l®tiiir©d is Calcnlated Pro® Pignre 25) 
^ t Air Begnired .i Heat ©f i Heat tofs iMajc, tiOBS 
Ontsid®, , Vapori- i toy f toy 
T®ffip> I w I ^n^Fi.^Heat | gation iTentilationtStrnctiar® 
t 
t 15.75 
t 8.38 
 t t s s s 
195 t 40 t 10.5 I 18.9 I 10.6 
102.5 I 40 I 10.5 t 20.2 s 9.3 
?4.4 I 40 t 10.5 s 22 I 2.5 
'52.5 « 40 t 10.5 s 26.4 s 3.1 
32 
25 
20 t 6.12 
10 I 4.42 
0 I 3.73 
-10 I 3.41 
-20 I 3.24 
I I S_l f, , . 
43 I 40 I 10.5 « 31.3 t -1.8 
3l6 t 40 t 10.5 » 36.8 I -7.3 
35.8 f 40 I 10,5 t 42.7 I -13.2 
The AG wine ©f a laying hons® depends npon the type of 
the wall and roof constrnctlon and the location of the pen 
in the house. In a anltipen honse some pens oto-srioasly ar® 
«®re exposed to weather than others and, therefore, react dif­
ferently with regard to ventilation, fhe vain® of AC may rang® 
from 0.15 in ® «ell insnlated mnltipen honse to 3 in a poorly 
insnlated honse. 
fhe space allowance per toird is also an important con­
sideration. In all ay assnffltitions, a hen oecnpies 3 square 
feet, figure 29 shows that the pen teaperatwe of a moderate­
ly insulated single pen house (AG « 0.8) csn toe maintained at 
35^  when the outside temperature is not toelow 24®^ . 
A. heat exchanger 35* loJig and with doutole-duct, and 14 
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TOTAL HEAT PRODUCTION 
EAT OF VAPORIZATION =10.5 
B=HEAT REQUIR ID TO WARM 
CIRCULATING AIR NECESSARY 
TO REMOVE MOISTURE 
D= GAIN FROM EXCHANGER. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
4 POUND CHICKEN 
HOUSE TEMP.35°F 
R.H. 80% 
OUTSIDE R.H,80% 
MOISTURE REMOVED 
0.25 LB.PER DAY 
FIG. 29 
0 20 SOT 
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE 
LAYING HOUSE HEAT BALANCE. 
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two-inch pipes is smggestM to s@tTm a hoos© 30' % 40* shelter-
iag 400 hiris, Figar® 30 giws the performane# of this heat 
txehaagur and th« equation for h«at gainedt 
1 s 20 (ti-tg) 0.01025 ? (ti-t^) 
Wsis^ this h#at txehanger iindler th« conditions mentioned in 
Tahle 18, i?« will find that the saan house of AC s 0.8 can h« 
lc«pt o¥er 35^ if th® ontaid# t«ffip®ratmre does not fall below 
15®F. 
. Tthl« 19 
Heat Gained hy H«at Iscehinger 
House Temperature 35^ 
Circnlatiug Air leeessary to lenove Moistnre 
-„jslde i,,,. t 
fe«B ^  t^otal fota. 
Wt 
mmmsmeaMsmmmmrn 
1 t Per Bi mH 
30 
20 
10 
0 
-10 
-20 
I t 
s ?8000 f 
I 30000 I 
I 21000 I 
I 17000 I 
I 15500 I 
I 14300 I 
t . t 
4000 
4000 
4000 
4000 
4000 
4000 
I 
t 
I 
t 
t 
I 
t 
74000 
26000 
17000 
13000 
11500 
10300 
3900 
4300 
4850 
5350 
6200 
6900 
9.75 
10.75 
12.1 
13.4 
15.5 
17.2 
fhe only heat somree in a laying honse is the heat pro-
daeed fey the birds. Sinee the rat© of heat ppodaetion is prae-
tieally constant for a given rate of feed consasption, it is 
evident that inside tefflperatnres fflnst vary to some extent with 
outside teaperatwes. 
fhe variation in indoor tenperatnre oan be modified in 
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relation to oatfioor temperatar-®, ho'wever, "by adjusting th® 
rat# of ventilatl@n. Sluilar to the case ®f th© barn venti­
lation,. a four-step regulating' valve is sufgested. The in-
filtrati©n of this house calculated for the same assumptions 
used in the design of the barn systeia nill b« 4000 cu.ft. per 
hour. 
St#p 1. Air flon is 20,000 eu.ft, per hour for 400 birds 
• if the outside ttmperature is. above 30®^ *. 
Step 2. Air flow is 14,000 eu.ft. oer hour for 400 birds 
if the outsid# toaperatur# is between 30 aad 10 degrees P. 
This condition will be the prevailing one in minter. 
Step B. Mr flow is 10,000 cu.ft, per hour for 400 birds 
if th#' outside temperature falls to zero,. 
Step 4, Beloi? sero the systen will give 6,000 cUtft* per 
hour Just for circulating the air in the house and furnishing 
some fresh air. This condition, howver, does not stay for 
long intervals. 
fable 20 
Heat Balance In a Chicken House 
Becoiamended Maaageaent 
.AC s .8 
'Out-i Iifrt t ' ' Heat' tosaes .. Heat Sources 
T^nrn'TBrnm !bvb.|w.;ACr.8;TQtaX;Blrd;BTChang.r;Total 
I S I t t I St I 
30 i 50 1240001 11.5t 22.5s 16.01 50. i 40 i 11.5 « 51.5 
25 I 48 tlSOOOs 11.5i 19» I 18.5s 49. t 40 i 9.5 s 49.5 
20 t 43 tlSOOOi 11. I 19. I 18.5i 48.5i 40 i 9.5 s 49.5 
10 I 33 JlSOOOs 10. I 19. t 18.5i 47.5s 40 i 9.5 s 49.5 
I 31 1140001 9.5t 17.5i 21. I 48. I 40 s 8. i 48. 
I 26 1140001 9. I 17.5s 21. s 47.5* 40 s 8. f 48. 
> I I t t . 8 t I 8 
-.H3-
In steps 3 and 4 th# affl©ant of air allowed for wntila-
tion is l©ss than that nee®ssary to remoT® the moisture. In 
thii ease the relatiire hratdity will he higher than 80 per 
eent, Int it has heen ohserred that if there is good eircnla-
tion of air in the hotise, eondensatlon ooGors when the snrface 
temperature is lower than the dew point of the air hy 3® to 
8® F (13). 
F, temperature of Sorface of 
Walls and Windows 
An important item in ventilation is to prevent condensa­
tion within the house, fhis is a eondition, however, which 
cannot he assured by ventilation alone. The rate of ventila­
tion and air temperatores »ay he adequate for removal of all 
iBoistnre, yet there may he condensation on walls or WIIMSOWS 
heeanse of low sarfaee temperatares. 
To get the sorffeee temperature, the following equation 
can he easily nsedi 
(tj-tg) k s W (1) 
or 
t, = ti - I <2) 
where tgjtj and t are surface temperature, Inside 
te»peratur© and outside temperature re­
spectively, 
k » the surface coefficient of the inside wall 
or window-and equals to 1,65 Btu/(hr)(sq. 
ft.)(deg,F) 
U s the total coefficient for wall or window 
in Btu/<hrKiq*ft. Xdeg.F) 
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If we nsB a wall that has 2 .0? and doubl# window of 
IT a 0.45 snd single wiMm of V s 1.13, the follewlng figm-es 
©an h® 0ltatn«i for ®aeh 10 i«gr««s dlfftrene® between the 
inside anil the outside teraperatmresi 
,424% iiffeyenee hetneen inside tempei-a-
twe and the inside wall siirfae® 
tenperatiti?®. 
2»fB  % iiffei-enee between inside tmmpera* 
twe and th®' inside donhle window 
swfae® tettperatnr®, 
6,85 difference between inside temuera-
tare and th© inside single window 
siirfae© t®Bp«ratar®, 
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T. StlSttlY AHD COSCOTIOiS 
This study Is a Tepr#s«ntati©n of a aew method and a de-
vie# airaiiig to solve the prohlem of watilatlon of ariiaml 
shelters. Ventilation systems are installed primrlly to get 
rid of moisture and ©dors and to keep th® house at a certain 
level of temperatiire and relative huaidity and besides to 
furnish the fresh air needed "by the aniaals. 
In studying the charts of heat fealance in an animal 
shelter, it will he clearly noticed that a great per cent of 
the heat produced mast he msed in marraing the air or otherwise 
heat energy is thrown out in the exhaust air. In th® same time 
we will find that the heat production will not he enough to 
offset all the losses through the structural elements, evaporate 
the moisture needed to he re»ved and warn th# necessary air 
for ventl3,ati0n. 
4s a result of the study of these charts a device must 
he Bsade hy which heat can he obtained and added to the animal 
heat production or hy which part of the moisture can he removed 
so that air needed for ventilation will he less and consequently 
heat required for warning will he small, 
i fwnaee or electric coils or chemical absorbents or heat 
puwp or heat exchanger,are all alternatives which i«y be used 
to solve this problen. In all these alternatives, except the 
heat exchanger, the heat energy or the chemicals must be paid for. 
In the heat exehinger, the heat energy will h« ohtaln«d "by 
depleting th® exhaust air of its energy through th® eoiamaniea-
tlon by a metal sheet wall hetwetn this air and th# ineoming 
eold fresh air. 
If any noraal ventilation system smeceeds in solving some 
of the requirements, the heat exchanger will add more sueeess 
since the heat gained hy warmli^ the fresh air will help in 
keepl:^ the temperature level inside the shelter higher than 
if we do not have this efulpment, 
Kxperiaents had heen made to verify this idea in the Be* 
partment laboratory, Chleken House fo. 13 on the College Poul­
try Farm and »@rth Barn ©a the College Balry Farm. From the 
analysis of the results and the observations, suggestions were 
made towards the ©onstruotion of a better heat exchanger* 
The heat exehaager used was mad® of small pipes inside a 
duet. The exhaust air moved in the small pipes while fresh 
air flowtd in the annular space, or vice versa. The direction 
of flow might be parallel or counter. In the final suggested 
solution the flow was a reverse flow which is a combination 
of parallel and counter flow. The actual overall heat trans­
fer coefficient was found to be greater than the theoretical 
one. This difference was due to turbulence from the supports 
and Joints and to condensation which occurred when the warm 
humid exhaust sir jassed over or touched the cold walls 
separating it from eold air. 
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0ain of tmat i«p®nis on iianj faetors, sora® ©f which ar©f 
1, The larger th# aiirfac# ar«a for heat transfer th© 
more h«at ii gained. This r«salt ean he ©htaintd hy hairing 
several smll pipes, Th# i»aller the diameter of pipes f©r 
th©' same croa# sectional area th® larger is th© swfaee. 
2, fh® higher the velocity ©f th© fluid, th© higher la 
the gain, 
3, fh© larger the mean teaperatnre difference the greater 
if the tranifer of heat. 
4# The greater the «m@mit ©f condenaation, the greater 
is the overall coefficient and eonseqnently the gain, 
the first t'wo factors, an economical stndy ®ast he 
made hef©re choosing the dlaaeter of the pipes. Ifeat gain is 
increased hy the increase of swfaee area and velocity, hut 
also the power consumed to pash the air nill he increased. A 
study of the expense of a nnit a«onnt of heat should he «ade 
for different eases and then the choice of the diaiaeter can 
he mde. W© can obtain, for the third item, a larger temper­
ature difference between the fresh air and th© ©xha^t air If 
we insulate the outside dmct and place the fan motor of the 
fresh air at the discharge end. This arrang©ffient will assm*e 
that there will he no heat gain fro» the 'house which shomld 
he tnrned hack, ©r fr®» the fan motor. 
To Increase the «m®mnt ©f condensation, we hstre to in­
crease the sarface @f contact hy mslng the suggested double 
dnct heat exchanger. The aaowit of condensate will also h© 
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affected liy the facst that air is mcffing la the oatsid© daet. 
Mwing hamid air will c®adens® more rapidly thsn still humid 
air when it touches a cold aurfae®. 
For a horiaontal celliag house, the inlets and outlets of 
air are preferred to he perforated or slotted pipes.. The air 
coming out from the holes «ill act as a defroster and sweep 
away any condensate or frost that way aeeuaulate on the surface. 
Condensation, however, is expected to occur even if the 
amount of air and teaperatiore in the house are within the re­
quired liffiits because the teaperature of the wall, window ana 
door surfaces is low. A certain degree of insulation should be 
furnished to keep these surfaces above the dew point of the 
inside sir. 
It is good practice, if the outside temperature is low, 
to circulate a greater aMount of exhaust air in the systea 
than of fresh air. The difference will be recirculated into 
the shelter at the exhaust outlet. This will help to raise 
the temperature of the fresh air and increase the heat gain and 
condensation, A similar process is suggested if the outside 
temperature is above freezing. Part of the fresh air is blown 
into the house directly from the fan without passing throi^h 
the systea. This will help to keep the barn teaperature at the 
required level and help to push aore sir, since the friction 
losses are decreased. 
Highly satisfactory results were obtained when heat ex­
changers were installed in s©«e animal shelters. These results 
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w«r« clear and ©Iwlotis when tad sifflllar structures were 
eeapared to ours which were equipped with the device* 
fhe the®retieal studies show thst a harn of ^  s 20 eannot 
keep the inside teapsrature of 50® with the ordinary methods 
of -rentilatlon if the outside teaperature Is helow 14® ?• This 
same barn can ffislatain this lefel of temperature if It is 
equipped with the exchanger even if the outside temperature 
falls to -6®f•' 
A eo®parahle result is als® obtained in the analysis of 
a poultry house# 
These analyses were Mde MKler eertain assumptions and 
eertain equipment* Similar studies oan he made following the 
same course of study. 
The thermo-hygfoffletric charts found in the Appendix indi­
cate the temperatures and relative humidities inside and out­
side the shelter. These charts will give an idea of the fluc­
tuation of the Inside conditions with respect to the outside 
conditions under certain amounts of ventilation end certain 
numbers of animals. 
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